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Promotions shrouded in mystery 
BY MIKE McCORMICK 

Charges of political bias and 
discrimination have once again been 
eveled ag ainst tenure and promotion 
policies in use at Trenton State College. 

Last semester's strike crisis, ongoing 
promotion disputes and the recent All-
College S enate proposal have revived 
debates on campus about the merits and 
shortcomings of the procedures. 

The complex laws and considerations 
applied to each case are considered by 
many to be a primary cause of the 
conflict. Dr. Anthony DiGiorgio, vice-
president of academic affairs, referred 
to the "mysticism" surrounding the 
processes. 

Dr. William Klepper, dean of student 
life, said it was only natural for rumors to 
come out of c losed meetings. 

"The more closed the process is, the 
more political it can become," Klepper 
said. He called for a more public, and 
thus more defendable, procedure. 

Both administrators agreed the public 
needs to have a clear understanding ot 
what the laws are and how they affect 
TSC's tenure and promotion decisions. 

The New Jersey Administrative Code 
of the Board of Higher Education does 
not allow any state college to promote 
more than 60 percent of its faculty to the 
professor or associate professor levels. 
DiGiorgio maintained that the college 
will be above that quota at 60.9 percent, 
according to projections for next fall. 

DiGiorgio said senior professor 
positions are also left open to allow the 
college to compete with other schools 
for the best available professors. 
However, he stressed that such 
appointments are made only when an 

applicant has outstanding credentials or 
specializes in a field in which most 
qualified professionals work in private 
businesses, where salaries are much 
higher. 

DiGiorgio said "it would be "near 
impossible" to hire computer science 
and engineering professors without this 
option. 

Arthur Steinman, president of the 
local chapter of the American 
Federation of Teachers, said members 
of the promotions committee, which 
makes its recommendations annually to 
the president of the college, are 
conscientious but frustrated at the small 
number of available promotions. He 
held claims that a 60 percent "cap" on 
promotions of the national norm are 
inaccurate and said the College of 
William and Mary has a cap of 80 
percent. 

Steinman referred to allusions to the 
"TSC family" by college administrators 
and questioned why the school would 
then allow open promotions to be saved 
tor incoming faculty members. He said 
promotions should go "to the 'family' 
first." 

According to DiGiorgio, the state has 
mandated the caps because of the 
"strong need" to leave room in the 
college for "junior faculty" members 
and the perspective they give to a 
school. He' said they provide for a 
continuation of the school's quality. 

Steinman countered that the caps 
have little to do with improving or 
sustaining the quality of education at 
TSC. "Instead, all they do is keep people 
unhappy," he said. 

Steinman stressed the need for a 
system which consistently rewards the 

Student rep gets vote 
BY SHARON FINN 

The Trenton State College Board of 
Trustees held a public meeting last 
Tuesday to get input from the college 
community on how to elect the student 
representative to the board, who will 
now have voting power. 

Legislation Gov. Kean signed into 
effect last October calls for the election 
of tw o students representatives on the 
Board of Trustees. One student will be 
given the power to vote and the other will 
act as an al ternate. 

The students will serve two year-long 
terms, the first as an alternate without 
voting power and the second as a voting 
member. The board will decide if the 
student representatives should be 
elected b y the student body or by the 
Student Government Association. 

Those students who attended the 
meeting all seemed to feel that the 
representatives should be chosen by the 
student body. 

The representative should be chosen 
3y the students at large," said Viginia 
'achetti, present student representative 
0 the board. "The student 

representative is not the SGA 
representative to the board," 

Pat Coleman-Boatwright, director of 
campus life, had mixed emotions. 
"Sometimes elections are popularity 
contests," she said. But also feels it is 
"logical to have the students choose." 

When asked how she saw the new 
role, board member Deidre Barz said it 
would "expand the role of the student 
representative." 

"The current role will remain," Barz 
said. "The student representative is an 
authority on the board on any issues the 
students have an interest in." 

"As an authority, the representative 
has a persuasive role and this will 
continue," she said. "The power to vote 
will back up this role." 

Anyone wishing to run for the position 
Of student representative to the board 
must be at least 18 years of age, a U.S. 
citizen, a full time, regularly 
matriculated student in good standing, 
and meet college specifications for a 
student officer. 

The board will make their decision on 
the election procedures at their April 3 
public meeting. 

. . . 4* • 

Art Steinman 
achievements of qualified faculty. The 
cap on promotions forces faculty 
members to look elsewhere for financial 
and morale-related rewards and forces 
the quality of education to decline, he 
said. 

DiGiorgio has been named to a 
committee commissioned by the Board 
of Trustees to examine the cap system. 

Dr. Anthony DiGiorgio 
Steinman has requested to serve on this 
committee. 

DiGiorgio affirmed the board's 
statement that there is a growing 
"perception" of promotion decisions 
being "influenced by factors other than 
stated critieria." 

continued on page 3 

All-College Senate proposal 
breeds fear and mistrust 

BY W ILLIAM BORDEN 
Fear and a lack of trust may prevent 

the acceptance of an All-College 
Senate, some members of the Faculty 
Senate said during a special meeting on 
Wednesday. 

Faculty members are apprehensive 
about the proposed college senate 
because serving in a governing body 
with administrators may have an effect 
on faculty promotions and tenure. 

"People are afraid they are not going 
to get the things that are important to 
them," said James Silver, associate 
professor of early childhood education. 

Silver is concerned about the 
intimidating effect an administrator 
could have on an employee on the 
senate. A senator could be less 
outspoken about issues or be 
concerned about job security if 
administrators served in the senate. 

Several professors questioned 
collegiality, or shared authority, 
because of the administration's record 
in their relations with the faculty. 

"Unless the (administration's) 
attitude changes, no other governance 
model is going to have an effect on 
collegiality as we know it," said Dr. 
Francis Romano, associate professor of 
education. 

Romano paraphrased Victor 
Baldridge's "Power and Conflict in the 

University" dealing with leadership, 
which said if the leader is willing to be 
influenced by those around him or her, 
then the leader is free to lead. 

"Collegiality begins from the top and 
that it doesn't very much matter what 
governance model we use," Romano 
said. 

Dr.. Elizabeth Bernsten, associate 
professor of political science, cited the 
faculty handbook to show the collegial 
provisions existing in the college which 
are neglected by the administration. 

Dr. Claire Hardgrove, dean of 
graduate and continuing studies, said 
the present structure is not leading 
toward collegiality. 

She said the proposed All-College 
Senate is a "structure that will bring 
people together in an arena to solve the 
communications problems." 

The college senate would replace the 
Faculty Senate and serve its function in 
decision making. The proposal would 
consist of 52 faculty members, five 
student representatives and five 
administrators. 

The reason the All-College Senate 
was proposed was to improve 
communication on campus and bring 
decision making closer to the area 
affected by the decision. 

The proposal calls for the reduction of 
standing committees from 23 to 7. 
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Professors win awards 
BY KEN CLARK 

Two professors of Trenton State 
College's School of Technology both 
received awards in their fields recently. 

Dr. William Alexander, chair of the 
vocational technology department, was 
named "Teacher of the Year" by the 
Industrial Education Association of New 
Jersey. 

Dr Joseph Shelley, professor of 
mechanical engineering technology, 
was named "Engineer of the Year" by 
the Central Jersey Engineering Council. 

Alexander received his award at an 
awards luncheon held on Jan. 23 at the 
Governor Morris Inn. 

The candidate for the "Teacher of the 
Year" award is selected each year by the 
600 membersof the Industrial Education 
Association 

The purpose of the association is to 
unite and coordinate, in one statewide 
organization, the people interested in 
trade and industrial education by 
providing information to the public. 

Shelley said he was "surprised" to 
receive his award, since he was selected 
out of 23,000 engineers. 

Shelley will receive his award at a 
luncheon to be held by the Central 
Jersey Engineering Council at the 
Cedar Gardens Restaurant in Hamilton 
Township on Wednesday. 

The engineering council is an 
organization comprised of all the 
national engineering society sections in 
the Delaware Valley. 

Alexander received his Bachelor of 
Science at the University of Maine and 
his Masters of Science and PhD at Penn 
State University. 

Alexander has been with TSC since 
1969 and has been chairperson for the 
past six years. Prior to this, he taught at 
the State University of NY for four years 
and at Penn State for three. 

Dr. Joseph Shelley 

Shelley received his Bachelor of 
Mechanical Engineering, Masters of 
Science and PhD at the Polytechnic 
University of New York. 

Shelley has been with TSC since 1973 
and was chair of the mechanical 
engineering technology department 
from 1973 to 1983. He also serves on the 
College-Wide Promotions Committee. 

Before he came to TSC, Shelley 
taught at the Union County Technical 
Institute, Pratt Institute, Stevens 
Institute of Technology and the U.S. 
Merchant Marine Academy. 

Shelley has written a engineering and 
mechanics textbook on Statics and 
Dynamics in three languages — English, 
Spanish, and Arabic. 

& 

SUGAR CANE ALLEY 

Director: Euzhan Palcy 
Cast: Garry Cadenat, Darling Legitimus, Douta Seek 

Sugar Cane Allay begins with sepia-toned postcard 
views of old Martinique, as if to emphasize that the 
film which follows is going to take us far beyond 
nostalgic distance and exotic local color. An 
audience-pleaser as well as an adventurous work of 
cinema, 28-year-old Euzhan Palcy's Sugar Cana Alley 
establishes her as a major new filmmaking talent. 
Set in Martinique in 1931, the film paints a rich im-
pasto of native life under French colonial rule, filtered 
through the coming-of-age of a bright, sweetly oppor
tunistic black boy learning to reconcile the value of 
his shanty-town roots with the educational oppor
tunities that beckon him to the big city. Although 
Palzy displays a masterful command of storytelling, 
atmosphere, comedy, and charaterization, this rain
bow of a movie is anything but sedate and old-
fashioned; keyed on kinetic, offbeat cutting rhythms 
that refract the graceful arc of the action into poin-
tilllst flurries of movement, texture, and color, it 
achieves a blend of artful-casualness, unsentimental 
humanism, and clear-eyed social consciousness 
whose like has not been seen since the early master
pieces of Jean Renoir and Vittorio De Sica. 

"Sugar Cane Alley" 
Dr. Rhett Jonas 
Afro-American Studies Department 
Brown University, Providence, Rl 

Saturday, February 28, 1987 
Sunday, March 1, 1987 

•Note: All film and lecture series will be held in room 
202 of the Brower Student Center Films on Saturday 
will start at 6:00 P M. Films and speakers on Sunday 
will start at 2:00 P.M with the exception of Sunday, 

Computer thefts continue 
Two pieces of computer equipment 

were stolen recently in the latest of a 
series of computer thefts which have 
occurred on campus. 

According to Lt. Thomas Hagaman of 
campus police, a $4,000 IBM PC-XT 
printer was stolen on Friday, Feb. 13, 
and an IBM monitor with two disk drives 
worth approximately $1,400 was stolen 
on Monday, Feb. 16. Both machines 
were taken from Forcina Hall. 

Hagaman said both thefts "should be 
cleared up in the next few days." 

Other thefts reported 

Two pocketbooks were stolen from a 
room in Centennial Hall in the past 

Cop Shop 
PATRICIA H. SULLIVAN 

week, according to Hagaman. 
Hagaman said one of the women was 

returning to her room when she was 
approached by a man asking for 
directions. After a few she saw her 
pocketbook was missing from her room. 

Campus grounds personnel chased 
the man but couldn't keep up with him, 
Hagaman said. Police followed his 
footprints in the snow leading along the 
creek towards Ewing Road, and found 
both the woman's and her roommate's 
pocketbooks. 

Thirteen dollars between both purses 
were taken, according to Hagaman. 

Other thefts which have occur.-
campus recently include 18 V 
dollars, valued at $10 0, from Cr0-
Hall and a man's watch and rina„ 
at $230, from Packer Hall Hs-'-
said. 

Car, emergency equipment uancc 

A Student Manager in Re ;-. 
(SMR) reported her car was vane: 
on Feb. 14, according to campus -

Hagaman said the front a re" 
windshield wipers were broke- -
car, all four tires were s lashec =-
corrosive liquid was pouredove;-; 

The'same night, collegemair:; 
found that emergencyequipmr; 
10th floor of Travers H all < •;; 
removed from their cases. A r 
had. been charged an:• 
extinguisher was lying next to ?r 
Hagaman said. 

Shoe suite 

Hagaman said on Monday; 
woman removed her shoes 
library and went to anotherk: 
the building. When she reir:: 
saw one of her shoes missinc: 
similar shoes left in its p lace J" 
short period of time, these::-; 
appeared, Hagaman said. 

Driving incident 

A Pizza City delivery manwas-; -, 
summons after his car roll ed " 
parked car due to an faultye^e: 
brake, according to Hagaman 

Don't risk your career 
on a 2nd class resume! 

Jeff 
the Printer 

s a y s  

Your resume is the first impression an v.,,r-, - , 
you. Don't make it the wrong one. A properlyPreP3 '" ' 
resume can pay for itself the first weekinyoumew job 
We have a complete resume service lot you. "tYPe" 
setting and layout in your choice of styles printed on 
yourchoice of papers. Matching paper and envelopes 
available. Come in and ask for your FRff bro chure 

CPA 
Graphics • Printing • Advertising 

1784 N. Olden Avenue 
(Across from the Extension Diner) 

883-6858 

FAST • FRIENDLY • NIARIY] 

A mAREERS IN MANAGING HUMAN RESOURC 
R .t_aSt6,rf ,'-)e9ree 'n Industrial Relations and Human Resources 

gers niversity prepares you for career mobility and advancem 

npi^n^nfi^^3165 have obtained responsible, highly-paid positic 
hpnpfitc * ministration' employment relations, compensator 
executive h °r |6 ations' human resources planning, corporatetratnir 

eve opment in Fortune 500 companies locally and natio 

accomodate " 

3nd alumni; v,s't our computer lab and library on: 
Thurs., Feb. 26 7-9 p.m. 

. ... Room 115 
nstitute of Management & Labor Relations 

o'9.ers University - Cook Campus 
xfrS nne a Clifton Avenue 
New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

Human Reso urces'°caM 2*01* qqp oif' de9ree in Industrial Re'at'0"* 
Program. 311 201-932-9874 or write: Director. IRHR Gra c 
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Rotary sponsors 

student travel 

BY LAURA GIRARD 

Each year, the Trenton chapter of 
Rotary Foundation International offers 
scholarships for a year's study in a 
foreign country, which includes travel, 
tuition, room and board 

Scholarships are offered in eight 
different areas of study, including 
graduate, undergraduate, and 
vocational studies, education of the 
handicapped, journalism, group study 
exchange and other specialized fields. 

The program is very competitive, 
according to Dr. Ken Tillman, 
coordinator of international and 
national education , and also a member 
of the Rotary Foundation. 

"In this district, they usually interview 
18 to 26 applicants, for which three 
scholarships are given," Tillman said. 

To be eligible, candidates must be 
between 18 and 30 years old, single and 
must have completed two years of 
college before starting their year in a 
foreign country. Students must also be 
conversant in the language of the 
country they plan to study in. 

Tillman emphasized that to receive a 
scholarship, "requires outstanding 
achievement, not only in school but in 
the community." 

The scholarship program was started 
in 1947 by Rotary International. More 
than 15,600 students from 93 countries 
to 110 countries have received the 
scholarship. 

Students interested in seeking 
sponsorship of the Rotary Club of 
Trenton contact Tillman after March 12 
at ext. 2596 for the information and 
application. 

Signal Photo/John Galiszewski 
Freshman history major Dan Kildea tests the new library equipment for handicapped students. 

New conveniences for disabled 
BY CHRISTINE BARRY 

Trenton State opened a room 
equipped with several conveniences for 
disabled students in the library on Feb. 
9. 

With the contributions from IBM, 
Dryfuss, and college funds, they were 

able to purchase several pieces of 
equipment for the newly designed room. 

The pieces include: a Brailler talking 
calculator, an APA (American Printing 
House for the Blind) Tape Recorder, a 
special typewriter which enlarges the 
print; a magnifier, and Apollo Visual Aid, 
allowing a camera-t.v. device to enlarge 

any type of print; an Apple HE Voice 
Computer along with software. 

"It has made all the difference in the 
world," Donna Lee Wynn, a visually 
impaired student, said. "It has enabled 
me to work independently and has 
increased my self confidence." 

Signal Photo/Michael Krocker 
Dr. Kenneth Tillman, coordinator of international education, discusses 

ompetitiveness among Rotary scholarship applicants. 

Promotions 
continued from page 1 

If tenure faculty members are 
reappointed to their positions six times, 
they are granted tenure. Steinman 
described tenure as the "freedom to be 
yourself." 

DiGiorgio said 80 percent of the 
college's faculty are tenured, while the 
national average for schools 
comparable to TSC is between 60 and 65 
percent. He said he expects the number 
of tenured faculty at TSC todeclineover 
the next few years to give the school a 
greater flexibilty when planning 
curriculum to fit the school's changing 
needs and objectives. 

"There is a need for continual 
revitalization within the faculty," 
DiGiorgio said. 

However, not all students agree. Ron 
Sasso, executive vice-president of the 
Student Government Association, 
stressed the need for j ust the opposite — 
more tenured faculty. He pointed to the 
unsatisfactory teaching ability of some 
adjuncts and added that the college still 
has the lowest tenure rate of all the state 
colleges of New Jersey. 

Steinman said the process of annual 
evaluations and applications for tenure 
has "established a system of people 
working to curry favor." He maintained 
the system is in the adminstration's 
control, and said he has seen "power 
used in a context which may be 
interpreted as intimidation." 

Klepper maintained faculty are 
inclined to voice their opinions 
regardless of tenure. He said untenured 
faculty would be a valuable asset on the 
proposed All-College Senate, and that 
their service on the governing body 
would make them more likely to 
eventually be granted tenure. 

However, he did not rule out the 
inclusion of a provision in the 
organization's constitution allowing 
only tenured fagulty to serve on the 
senate. 

Dr. Elizabeth Bernsten, associate 
professor of political science, agreed 
with Klepper in saying the "tenuring-in" 
process needs to take into account a 
faculty member's involvement with 
students outside the classroom. She 
said the present system gives no 
incentive for this type of involvement, 
which often means the difference 
between passing and failing for some 
students. 

HEY! 
You could 

have filled 

this spaceI 

Become a 
Signal 

reporter. 
For more info, call 
Carolyn Gretton 

at X2424. 
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A dream for all 
How long must our generation pay for the atrocities committed by our 

forefathers? We are constantly being accused of racism, sexism, 
favoritism and discrimination. This occurs because, as we are so 
frequently reminded, certain factions within our society have suffered at 
the hands of the majority for hundreds of years. 

Certain events, however well-intended, only seem to set us back 
undoing the progress toward that "dream" that great men like Martin 
Luther King and John F. Kennedy lived and died for. 

People seem overly hung-up on being black, hispanic or female, or 
whatever. While it is important that we take pride in and wish to preserve 
the culture and legacy associated with what and who we are, wouldn't it 
be nice if we directed some of that energy towards living and working 
together in peace? 

Feminists will scream sexism if things don't go exactly their way; 
minorities will scream racism if things don't go their way. It appears that 
they expect it, just because some injustices have happened in the past. 

Is it fair to judge people on the merits or demerits of those who came 
before? Are certain groups within our society perpetuating a self-
fullfilling prophecy based on tradition? 

It is highly unlikely that this is what Dr King intended. The true spirit of 
equality dictates that we all tolerate each other a little bit; and sometimes 
even a small sacrifice or compromise is in order, just as in any 
relationship. 

The "dream" will not truly be realized until we look at each other as 
people, not as blacks, whites, men, women or whatever. 

Lip service 
Public relations (otherwise known as PR) bombards the public from all 

sides, whether it is in the form of commercials, press releases, orcreated 
media events. In -some cases, PR is important to a business or 
organization. In most cases, PR is not a major factor in a business or 
organization and should not be. 

The college has two major divisions of PR. the Office of College 
Relations and the Student Government Association. The SGA recently 
formed a committee on public relations and time will tell with its success 
or failure. The other firmly established source is the college's Office of 
College Relation, which does its job very well. (Do not let the twist of the 
English language fool you. "College Relations" means public relations. 

Public relations use a fair amount of the company's resources, whether 
it is time or money. The Accent and the coordination of the Ambassadors 
program, among other tasks, falls in the jurisdiction of College Relations. 
The SGA devotes part of their meeting time and effort to a committee for 
public relations. 

Keeping a positive view in the public's eyes is important, but how 
important is it? How much of an organization's resources should be used 
for public relations? These are important questions that a business asks 
itself every day. 

The resources used for public relations could be better used for actual 
productivity within the group. Instead of spending resources to make the 
group sound or look good, the money and effort could be used to solve 
problems. It is similar to choosing either cosmetics or health food. One 
makes you look nice, but the other is benefical to the body. 

The Office of College Relations serves its purpose, but should a 
college sell itself like breakfast cereal? Politicians, even student 
politicians, are supposed to be like public relations agents, because of 
the nature of their function. Should time be used on a committee to bring 
itself in the public eye, when they are supposed to do that individually? 

The SGA claims it has problems in the public eye due to press coverage 
and its own lack of effectiveness. The SGA's ineffectiveness stems from 
the administration blocking its attempts to bring change and the time 
wasted on petty matters or repetition of tasks. When the SGA does 
something positive The Signal covers it. The converse is also true. 
However, it is also true, if they do nothing, they do not deserve coverage. 
Public relations logic would suggest they make themselves look like they 
are doing something. Journalists should only cover what is happening 
and not what the public relations man says is happening. 

The Office of College Relations glosses over the flaws within our 
school. This is at the expense of an honest picture of the school. They will 
say the college's faculty is a group of dedicated scholars from every field 
of study, but they will not say the relationship between thefaculty and the 
administration is unfriendly on these 225 wooded acres. The resources 
spent to tout the college's merits could be used to solve problems and 
honestly make the college better. 

Public relations is just a lot of unproductive "lip service." Excellence 
speaks for itself. 
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SGA commended 
To the editor: 

I would like to commend the Student Government Association on a job well 
done. As a commuting student, I am pleased to see that one of the prime student 
lots was returned to us after three years. Lot 2 was the lot that was questionably 
removed f rom the students in the summer of 1984. I am pleased to see that 
resident students were not forgotten in the great parking lot shuffle. I'm sure the 
new lot will be used extensively and appreciated. I'm also glad to see that this new 
SGA is rising above the bad publicity that some of its predecessors have received 
Congratulations SGA!!! 

Sincerely, 

Craig Wilkie 

Signal sexist? 
To the editor: 

We, the undersigned, are expressing our disappointment in your printing the 
comic strip in the staff box in the February 3,1987 issue of The Signal. We do not 
understand what purpose you wish to serve by a blatant display of degradation of 
a female. Sexism is a serious problem in our society and the trivialization of the 
problem simply perpetuates it. To promote an adverse attitude towards women in 
our campus newspaper is an insult to the women of Trenton State College. 

We ask you to carefully edit our campus newspaper for sexist cartoons and 
comments in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Hanson, Carmen Jackson, Debbie McDowell, Mia Albert, Debbie Evaskitis, 
Michelle Santello, Kathleen Hartzell, Elizabeth Stein, Debbie Gennuso, Kathy 
Krecicki, Judy Reid, Beth Longacre, Dianna Jones, Janice Giamoni, Karen 
Kendelski, Susan Fury, Deidre A. Kensinger, Kerrie McCallion, Linda Heinrich, 
Kasia Worrell, Laura Roberts, Dr. Susan Boughn, Jeanne Brown, Suzanne Power, 
Mellisa Gellock, Marion Edwards, and Cheryl Baker 

Organize rushes 
To the editor: 

As there is every year, there was a meeting for presidents and pledgemasters of 
all Greek organizations. This is held to discuss rules of pledging. During this 
meeting, a point was brought up that all organizations should give out bids and 
begin pledging at the same time. It's about time this point gets some action. 

How can a rushee decide who he wants to pledge before all bids go out? 
Granted, all the local sororities start at the same time—but what about the national 
sororities and fraternities? This is not fair to the rushees, or to the sisters and 
brothers. 

Also, there needs to be more control over rush season. Never should there be 
more than one rush in the same night, especially, if the rush in question is a 
preferred rush. This cannot be blamed on the fraternities or sororities, but on the 
system that is in charge. Greeks are not out to sabotage each other—but 
organization is necessary to control and maintain fairness. 

Now, who is the governing body in charge of addressing these issues? The 
Inter-Greek Council, of course. 

Well, IGC, I know I do not speak only for myself when I say I'm looking forward 
to seeing positive changes in the near future. 

Sincerely 

A Concerned Member of the Greek Community 

CA has had it 
To the editor: 

I am responding to the letter written by an annoyed ex-Community Advisor to 
show my 100% support. 

The last paragraph is mainly what caught my attention. I am a student and also 
a Community Advisor. I've said countless times that too often the Area Directors 
and the Assistant to the Area Directors forget that we are students. I know that I 
am no t in college to be only a social director, cleaning person and mom to 
everyone on my floor and the people on my floor do not expect that from me. If 
CDS would only wake up and realize that most people could care less about 
programs (those things that a CA usually has to beg people to come to) being a 
good CA would be a lot more simple. I wonder if that's part of what the ex-CA 
meant as "a system that doesn't work." 

If anyone out there reading this is considering applying for a CA position. 
Please read this: 

Do you really want a job where you must spend countless hours putting 
together programs that only a few floor members are able to attend because they 
have studying and jobs of their own? How would you then like to be penalized 
because you didn't have enough people at the program (even though you put as 
much time into it as if youtiad 50 people attend)? 

Do you really want a job where you are working many hours a day? This is not 
including studying. Between meetings, bulletin boards (which get torn down 
anyway), and various reports that have to be filled out, the days run out of hours 
before you've finished everything you have to do They also tell us how we're 
supposed to act off campus. The eyes of the world are on us becausfe we're CA's? 
If they think they can try and tell me what to do when I'm off campus, they'd better 
think again. 

Do you really want a job where you have to report to your AAD when you will be 
off campus for 24 hours? Is it reallyanyone'sbusinesswhatyoudowithyourfree 
times? Do you call Mom and Dad to tell them that you're going to be gone all 
night? 

Do you want to be part of an organization that boasts friendliness and love 
(fake, in my opinion) but will stab you in the back should you quit? This is no lie, 
I've seen it happen to a few friends that have quit. 

If you enjoy getting tangled in red tape, and in general dealing with more bull 
than any one person should have to deal with in an entire lifetime, I say go for it. 
As for the rest of you, take advice from someone with experience: this job entails a 
lot more than they tell you in those interest sessions. 

Some people out there are probably wondering, if I'm fed up with the job why 
don't I quit? Well, like most college students, money isn't exactly growing on 
trees. I count on my paychecks and the housing discount. I wouldn't miss the 
other "benefits." A phone, fridge, and even a si ngle isn't worth all this bull. 

As for CDS, I think it's about time you take a good,hard look at your residence 
staff program. Especially your student staff program and I emphasize STUDENT. 
After all, I'm not in college to go to a lot of useless meetings where we learn how to 
bust up parties, I'm here to get an education. 

Sincerely, 

A CA who's had enough 

Curriculum gap 
To the editor: 

To the GEAC Committee, Faculty and Administration: 

For those who have araued the need for a General Education Requirement that 
provides systematic, scholarly academic exposure to non-Western, ethnic-
American and/or Women's Studies, the letter from Justin Lazarus Aquinas 
Hanley, and the Signal editorial written by "Jazz," provide the best possible 
support of the glaring gap in our current curriculum. 

Numerous institutional documents attest to Trenton State College's 
commitment to Affirmative Action and multi-cultural education. Vet, if these most 
recent statements are combined with those previously published about "foreign-
born" faculty, one can only conclude that our students remain woefully ignorant 
of the true history of this country, and of the world. 

When test scores confirmed New Jersey High School graduates' inadequate 
preparation in English, Mathematics and Reading, we did what academicians 
have done for centuries, we required the courses necessary to educate, and 
graduate, students who would be prepared to successfully compete in the 21st 
century. 

•If the recently published comments of our students are in any way 
representative, (and the anti-apartheid posters and film posters defaced by 
students passing myoffice during the pastfouryears indicatethattheyare),then 
perhaps it is time to seriously reassess how we might eradicate the 
ethonocentrism running rampant on this campus. 

If one can't understand his fellow humans, no amount of technological literacy, 
computer training, mathematical competency or writing effectiveness will really 
matter. 

Do those with the responsibility for making curriculum decisions t-hat w ill 
prepare our students for the world in which they must live have the courage to 
make the hard choices? 

Please contemplate how many Freshman ever volunteered to take Freshman 
Composition, Basic Math or Western Civilization when making your decision. 

Sincerely 

Gloria H. Dickinson. Ph.D. 
Chairperson. 

African-American Studies Department 

Established in 1885, The Signal is the oldest collegiate weekly in the state and 
fourth oldest in the nation. 

The Signal is published during the academic year and financed by Student 
Activities Fees and advertising revenue. The Editor reserves the right to edit 
and/or withhold articles, letters, and photographs. All materials submitted to The 
Signal become sole property of the paper. 

All students not connected with The Signal may submit articles to the paper. 
The deadline for articles is 3 p.m. the Friday prior to publication. Articles must be 
typed and double spaced. 

The deadline for letters to the editor is 3 p.m. the Friday prior to publication. 
The letters section is a forum for opinions. Submissions that announce events or 
advertise in any fashion will not be run. All letters must be typed, double spaced, 
and should not exceed 500 words. Letters must be signed, including those that 
request the author's name(s) be withheld. 

Editorial opinions are those of the Editor, unless otherwise noted. Opinions 
expressed in signed'editorials, columns, and letters to the editor are those of the 
author, and not necessarily those of The Signal or those of the college. 

Subscriptions to The Signal are available at a rate of $20 per year, or $12.50 per 
semester. 
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Lakeside thanked 
To the editor: 

I wish to say a special "Thank You" to theLakesideStaff and Lakeside Steering 
Committee for the fantastic job they have been doing in the Lakeside Community. 

Programming is superb, bulletin boards are attractive and educational, our 
halls are clean, and our offices are operating smoothly, at present, I also want to 
say that things couldn't be the way they are without the Lakeside residents: so a 
special thanks to you, too. 
To the staff and government. I say, keep up the good work. To residents I say. 

continue your involvement by helping the statt and government to better meet 
your needs and attend the many programs that are presently being planned for 
the Lakeside Community. 

The College President and the President of the Senate are, I am convinced,two 
equally well-intentioned gentlemen, but for years each has been pursui ng 
policies designed to aggrandize his personal power. The result has been an 
extraordinary level of distrust in the campus community. A distrust that would 
hardly be ameliorated by the assurance that these two worthies would reason 
together before deciding who wastocomposethe new constitution. Eickhoff and 
Carroll are the problem. When they give some evidence that they arepreparedto 
shape their ample egos to the needs of the College, perhaps, we can begin to 
make some progress toward authentic col leg ial ity. 

Sincerely, 

Harold R. Hogstrom 

Thank you 
To the editor: 

Sincerely, 

Sheridan O. Quarless 
Lakeside Area Director 

President 9s committee 
To the editor: 

The last Middle States evaluation of the College urged a re-examination of our 
system of governance. The President appointed a committee to pursue this 
objective. That committee has accomplished its purpose and is reporting its 
conclusions to the campus community. Now the president has directed the 
committee to poll the campus to determine whether there is agreement about the 
need for "shared authority and joint participation" in the governing process. 

It would be an unreasonable person, indeed, who rejected so noble a 
prop osition. Why, then, is there such palpable hostility being manifested against 
the whole scheme? Perhaps, the answer can be found in the procedures that 
would be used in concocting the system of governance that would follow from an 
affirmative vote. The President would choose the members of the Constitutional 
Committee "after consultation with the President of the Faculty Senate and other 
campus leaders." 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt thanks to the 
students, faculty, administrators, staff and alumni who braved the the snowarrf 
ice on Feb. 12 to attend the Board of Trustees meeting. Yourunwaveringsupfwr 
of my repeated applications for promotion to the rank of associate professor s 
the greatest compliment any educator could ever receive. 

Although the criteria used by the 1987 College Promotions Committeererr 
unfathomable, those of you who attended, wrote letters, and signed petite 
made it clear that you used the criteria of teaching ability, scholarly 
achievements, service to the college and service to the community in making 
your assessments. The eloquence of alumni Joyce Payne and Joyce Brown, 
graduate student Kingsley Ugorji and undergraduates Kim Wells, Beverly Mills, 
and Richard Smith showed a far greater understanding of the stated criteriathan 
that exhibited by the committee. 

I, my family, the members of the department, and many others thank all of you 
for voicing your collective outrage in such a mature and effective manner.With 
your continued support, "a change is going to come..." 

Sincerely, 

Gloria H. Dickinson 
Chairperson and Assistant Professor 

African-American Studies 

BLUE KEY 
NATIONAL HONOR FRATERNITY 

Blue Key is an honor fraternity for 
student leaders with a high academic 
standing. 

Applications are available in the 
Campus Life Office, Student Center 
second floor, and are due in the Blue 
Key mailbox in the Campus Life area 
by Thurs., April 1. 

*Successful applicants will incur national dues. 

i 

TRENTON 
STATE COLLEGE 

A Community Development Servic® 
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Segregation polarizes 
To the editor: 

Miss Makini Niliwaabieni Edwards, Co-Advisor of Black History Month atTSC, 
responded in The Signal of Feb. 17,1987 to my observations in the Feb. 10 issue. 
The po int of my letter was that the observance of Black History Month is 
counterproductive to brotherhood. By its very nature such an observance 
excludes. "Separate but equal" did not pass the Civil Rights test. 

Miss Edwards has offered to discuss with anyone the reasons for a Black 
History Month. I would invite Miss Edwards to list justifications for Black History 
Month and forward them to the editors of The Signal. 

Ethnic pride has its place. At this time, however, it can be manipulated so as to 
polarize our society. It is a perfect tool for those engaged in the class struggle. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Lazarus Aquinas Hanley 

Wit or whine 
To the editor: 

Samizdat's recent unfettered attack on liberal arts education has made me 
wonder if the self-proclaimed Art Buchwald of Trenton State College needs a 
lesson in writing humor. I am writing to defend PeterWood, the English professor 
who wrote a too benevolent response to Samizdat's first inane column on liberal 
education. Peter is a nice guy; I am not. 

Samizdat's unskilled tirade against the liberal arts is not disturbing in itself, but 
his apparent ignorance is. That Trenton State College is a liberal arts institution is 
no great secret, and for Samizdat to express disdain over discovering this too late 
is a lmost laughable. What did he expect when he applied for admission? If he 
wanted to avoid all those "Brain Dead 101" courses he hates so much, he should 
have applied to Apex Tech instead of TSC. 

For a writer who wants us to believe that he has a qift for razor-sharp wit. 
Samizdat is terribly dull. He has managed to turn what could have been a 
humorous jab at our educational system into a whining session. His biggest 
complaint seems to be that he was bored by TSC. I read his first column, four or 
five times in fact, hoping that some clever irony would jump off the page at me, 
somettVvng 1 missed before. This did not happen. When Samizdat cries about 
having a mindless iiberai arts curriculum shoved down his throat, he apparently 
means every word. If Samizdat is like the rest of us, he is paying good money for 
this abuse every semester. So. who is the brain dead one now? 

Samizdat has every right to express this opinion, but please, not under the 
guise of humor. He also has every right to beat the subject into lifelessness, week 
after week, but I hope he does not expect us to believe that he is an expert on 
liberal arts education. Peter Wood, who has been teaching atTSC since 1963, is 
immensely more qualified to speak on the subject. Qualifications aside, Peter is 
really a witty person. Samizdat's humor apparently flows from his tear ducts. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel R. Vollaro 
English major 

Crying wolf OK 
To the editor: 

As a member of Trenton State's minority community, I have become very 
distressed by some of the recent letters in The Signal. I'd like to set the record 
straight with one letter written by Mr. Justin Lazarus Aquinas Hanley. I surely 
sympathize with you my friend, because not only are you uninformed about the 
activities of the Hispanic students such as Hispanic College Day and Hispanic 
Awareness Week, but you must also be insecure of your own identity as a 
Hispanic American for absolutely no Hispanic students know you. 
I would also like to take this opportunity to identify why Black History Month is 

important. Most people throughout their academic careers are tauaht a very 
ethnocentric version of history. Many students will graduate from college 
knowing little or no history of blacks, Asians, American Indians or any other 
group or people except tor those from Europe and other Western Civilizations. I 
guess I'll have to be the one to bare the bad news but the great civilizations in the 
east, the great civilizations in Africa and many others have also contributed 
greatly to the world as we know it. I think there should bean Asian History Month, 
an American Indian Month, and a month contributed to all of the minority groups 
in this nation who have contributed greatly to our nation. In many ways, many of 
American's minority groups have suffered far more than other groups in this 
nation and have overcome great discrimination and outright cruelity to recieve 
the opportunities they deserve in this country that was often built with their blood, 
sweat and tears. So excuse me, Jazz, if you think I cry wolf everytime. I see a case 
of poss ible injustice. You see, I am a black man with American Indian heritage 
and too many of my people have been lied to, walked on and exploited because 
they were not in a position to defend themselves by law or otherwise. 

I have always watched numerous programs and read numerous books on the 
Civil Rights movement. I noticed that everytime a black person or other minority 
Person attempted to stand up for his or her rights, they were labeled an "agitator." 
' think that it is time that many minorities do start to cry wolf, because a new breed 
of wolves have invaded our society, who have decided to completely overlook the 
contributions and well earned merit of minorities, and a severe case of rabies 
thight spread. 

Black History Month, Hispanic Awareness Week and other tributes to the 
contributions of minority groups are absolutely necessary in a society where 
every month is "white history month" and where multi-culturalism is but another 
hollow promise. The curriculum of this college also reflects a very ethnocentric 
attitude where Western Civilization is a requirement yet Eastern Civilizations, 
Hispanic Civilizations, African Civilizations are completely overlooked as a 
possible substitute for Western Civilization. 

I think that it's time that all students begin to question some of the issues that 
they are unsure of, in spite of the fact that many will criticize you for exercising 
your right to know what is going on. Sure, some within the establishment will 
accuse you of crying wolf or being an "agitator," but only the fool neglects to ask 
what he does not know. 

Sincerely, 

Kim R. Wells 
Kappa Alpha Psi 

President of the Minority Student Coalition 

CARIBSA 9s success 
To the editor: 

I wish to say Well Done, to the members of the Caribbean Students Association, 
CARIBSA, who successfully pulled off its Caribbean Folk Night on Friday, 
February 13, in Kendall Studio Theatre. 

The evening of singing, dancing, story telling and dramatic presentation, all 
depicting authentic Caribbean folk life, was both well performed and well 
received by an attentive and multi-cultural audience. Dr. Lenworth Gunther 
educated the audience about the innumerable contributions of Caribbean people 
to America's political, educational, and socio-economic systems. And, of course, 
the evening was completed with tasty Jamaican beef patties, Kola champagne 
and ginger beer soda. 

At this time I say, "THANKS TO ALL" the members of CARIBSA fortheir many 
hours of hard work, senses of humor, creativity, and dedication during 
rehearsals; to the President, Sandra Ward, and Program Chairperson, Faith 
Pennant, for their patience and energy; to friends and members who helped in a 
variety of capacities such as at the door, publicity, and with costume design; to 
our emcee, Bruce Smail; to our co-sponsors, RHA, LSC, and D/C Government; 
and to Dr. Kovacs and Mr. Gene Erickson. Most important, our thanks go to you, 
the audience of students, faculty, staff, friends, and family members who came 
out to lend your moral support. 

.CARIBSA hopes to see you at its Culture Night on April 24. 

Sincerely, 

Sheridan O. Quarless 
CARIBSA Advisor 

Rocco9s underrated? 
To the editor: 

I am writing in regard to an article in the 17 February 1987 publication of The 
Signal entitled "'Rating' the pizza joints," or to which I not-so-fondly refer, "Nine 
paragraphs on why college reporters are not food critics." Imagine my surprise 
when, upon my persual of the latest Signal edition, I came upon Mr. Dean 
McCormick's article evaluating, and I quote, "all of the Italian restaurants within a 
five minute radius of Trenton State College." Although disillusioned by the 
article's initial inaccuracies (the Yellow Pages reveal several more Italian 
restaurants within the hallowed five minute boundary than show up in Mr. 
McCormick's article, but this could be just a typo) I decided to read on, firm in my 
belief this article would live up to the high journalistic standards for which The 
Signal has become renowned throughout Ewing Township, or at least our little 
corner therein. 

In Mr. McCormick's infinite—or shall I say infantile—wisdom, hechoseto utilize 
a mathematical equation in his determination of the quintessential Italian 
restaurant, employing such advance functions as addition and long division. 
Now, assuming Mr. McCormick's mathematical skills have suffered as a result of 
his striving toward the no less respectful but somewhat less technical distinction 
of journalistic prowess, I could see how he might have become confused, 
forgetting to carry-over, round-up, or employ other such complicated processes, 
resulting in a skewing of the results. I can not, however, understand how Mr. 
McCormick arrived at the adjective "inadequate" in his determination of pies 
from Rocco's, except of course as the result of a complete lack of appreciation for 
what is and what is not an adequate pie. 

Albeit a subjective determination, hundreds of TSC students vote, by virtue of 
their consumer dollars, in favor of Rocco's pies every day—a reflection of the 
superior quality, quantity, and price-fairness of all Rocco's foods, notto mention 
the first-rate delivery service afforded TSC campus residents. Had Mr. 
McCormick bothered to query people "in the know" (i.e. the TSC students he 
feigns to advise) prior to penning his literary dross, I am sure he would have been 
apprised of the popularity Rocco's pies enjoy atTSC and throughoutthe college 
vicinity. Therefore, my advice to you Mr. McCormick—free of charge, of course-
is stick to your superior journalistic skills (although a cursory review of Strunk 
and White might be helpful) and leave the consumer advising to the consumers. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Herbe 
Owner of Rocco's Pizza 



Ask for Bud Light 

Everything else 
is just a light:.. 
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DAWN APRIL MARTIN 

Dr. Lee Harrod, associate professor of 
English, combines his dedication to 
teaching the classics and his love for 
acting by creating an extraordinary 
dimension in his classroom. As he puts 
it, he tries to "make the dead fossils you 
have to read more dynamic." His acting 
abilities have allowed him to teach 
through "not telling, but being." 

Presently Harrod is portraying old 
Mister Hardcastle in Oliver Goldsmith's 
comedy "She Stoops to Conquer" at the 
Artists Showcase Theatre, Trenton. 
Harrod, under the direction of Trenton 
State colleague Dr. John F. Erath, 
portrays, as he puts it, "a lovable but 
volcanic man." 

Harrod describes his character as a 
typical good-natured father, whose 
patience is tried throughout the show 
and who finally blows his top. 

Though not naturally volcanic, Harrod 
believes both of his children would say 
there is a certain amount of Mr. 
Hardcastle in him. 

Harrod has been acting since high 
school and has portrayed a 
Shakespearean father 16 times. His 
credits include "Taming of the Shrew," 
"Arsenic and Old Lace" and "Measure 
for Measure." He has been an active 
member of Shakespeare '70, Inc., a local 
acting troupe, since its beginning in 
1970. 

Harrod compares acting to the 
adrenaline rush he feels after teaching a 
good class. But since the life of a 
processor is secure, the theatre allows 
him to take risks without sinking into a 
rut. 

Besides the personal need and 
satisfaction, Harrod believes, "Trenton 
State has a special responsibility to the 
community around it... to share what we 
do...what we learn." 

And how does his acting affect his 
classes? 

continued on page 11 

John Erath 111 as Tony Lumpkin and Ron Sasso, SGA executive vice-
president, as the Innkeeper, in a scene from "She Stoops to Conquer," the 
Oliver Goldsmith comedy, which opened a two-weeknd run, February 20 at 
Artists Showcase Theatre in Trenton. 

BY CHRISTIANE BIAMONTE 

The Holman Hall office of Dr. John 
Erath, an English professor of Trenton 
State College, is a tiny cramped cubicle 
littered with books, posters, papers, 
swords, and axes. 

Swords and axes? 
Erath laughed as he pointed to the 

double-bladed axe propped up in a 
corner. 

"That's for students who didn't do 
their term papers," he said. 

Elaborating, he gestured towards a 
wax mannequin hgad resting on a shelf. 

"And that's one of my former 
students!" 

Oh. Well, Erath's students don't really 
have anything to worry about; the head 
and the rest of the medieval 
paraphernalia are all for use in the plays 
he directs for the Trenton-based acting 
troupe Shakespeare '70. 

Currently, Erath is directing "She 
Stoops to Conquer," Oliver Goldsmith's 
raucous comedy of love and courtship. 
The play will be running at Artists 
Showcase Theater in Trenton through 
March first. 

Erath, who teaches English drama at 
Trenton State, was involved with 
Shakespeare '70 from their inception in 
1970, when they did the Shakespearean 
tragedy "Hamlet." Hence the troupe's 
unusual name. Erath had been 
approached by one of the actors in the 
troupe, who had also been a student in 
one of his classes, to, as he put it, "come 
to a few of the rehearsals to make sure 
they didn't mangle Shakespeare too 
badly." 

"Imagine the gall, the chutzpah, of a 
newly-formed company putting on 
'Hamlet' as their first play!" Erath said. "I 
wound up going to all the rehearsals, 
and was listed in the program as 
'Protector of the Bard.' The next year, I 
began directing plays for them, and 
that's the way it's been since." 
continued on page 11 

Student involved in play 
BY C INDY KULP 

"It will be my first time acting on stage 
in front of an audience," said Ron Sasso, 
Student Government Association 
Executive Vice-President. The senior 
English/Liberal Arts major will, be 
performing a small role in Oliver 
Goldsmith's comedy, "She Stoops to 
Conquer," at Artists Showcase Theatre 
in Trenton, Feb. 21-Mar. 1. 

Sasso has not acted before, because 
"it takes time," which he does not have 
much of. 

"I've always enjoyed acting," Sasso 
said, because "it's challenging; you 
have to be creative, comfortable, and 
natural. You have to fit yourself into 
what is a flexible mold, but it is a mold." 

Sasso previously auditioned for "Fifth 
of July" and "A Medieval Tale," winning 
the role of the second lead in the former 
and a major part in the latter. In both 
cases he turned down the roles. 

"I didn't expect to get the parts and 
didn't have time," Sasso said. Another 
reason he declined the role in the "Fifth 
of July," was the fact that he had just 
started to take acting lessons at the ti me, 
and did not feel ready to go onstage. 

Sasso became invoved with the play 
because of Dr. John Erath, an English 
professor at Trenton State College. 
Sasso took Erath's "Introduction to 
Shakespeare" course last semester. 

Sasso had to act out some scenes for the 
class. 

"I had fun with it," Sasso said with a 
smile. It seems Erath picked up on this, 
and saw talent in Sasso's performance. 

Sasso said Erath asked him if he 
would be interested in performing a 
small part in "She Stoops to Conquer," 
which would not take a lot of time. Sasso 
agreed, and commented that the part 
now takes more time than expected. 

He is "up in the air" about continuing 
acting. 

"I want to, but it's time consuming," 
he said. 

Sasso's character is Master Stingo, a 
landlord of an inn. He helps the main 
character Tony, played by Erath's son 
John, by covering up Tony's biggest 
prank. 

This semester, Sasso has E rath for the 
"English Drama" course. When he was 
asked what it is like to have your English 
professor as a play director, Sasso said, 
"It's fun, it's good. It's interesting 
because I get to see him with people who 
are my equals. I see a more fun side of 
him. It's a little different because I work 
with him and under his direction, and in 
class I work only under his direction." 

Old play will win new fans 
BY CHRISTIANE BIAMONTE 

For many college students, the plays 
they study in literature classes are 
merely more assignments for them to 
read on their syllabuses. Shakespeare's 
dramas, Restoration comedies, and 
other works for the stage never seem to 
be quite as interesting as their professor 
swears they are. 

Plays, however, are not meant to be 
read; .they are meant to be seen. And for 
the next two weeks, interested students 
of Trenton State College can see Oliver 
Goldsmith's classical comedy, "She 
Stoops to Conquer," by the 
Shakespeare '70 acting troupe. 

The play, directed by Dr. John Erath, 
professor of English at TSC, has a 
simple premise: Mr.Hardcastle, a 
country squire played by Dr. Lee 
Harrod, assistant professor of English, 
wants his pretty daughter to marry Sir 
Charles Marlow's son, Mr. Marlow (Tom 
Moffit). Hardcastle's daughter, Kate, is 
played by Wendy Yazujian and John 
Anastasio fills the role of Sir Charles 
Marlow. Mr. Marlow arrives to court Kate 
with his friend Mr. Hastings (Steven 
Kazakoff), who has designs on Mrs. 
Hardcastle's (Betty Coleman) niece, 
Miss Neville, acted by Celeste Bonfanti. 

Mr. Marlow has a problem with women 
of quality, because they turn him into a 
stuttering, bowing idiot, and he feels 

only at ease with lower class women. 
Matters are not helped when Mrs 
Hardcastle's son, acted by John Erath III 
(Dr. Erath's son), plays a prank on Mr. 
Marlow and Mr. Hastings. 

Finding the two men at a country inn, 
lost and asking directions, the rogue 
Lumpkin sends them to the nearby 
Hardcastle home, telling them it 
"Bucks Head Inn," a place where they 
can comfortably spend the night. From 
then on, the story is a series of cases of 
mistaken identity and more of Tony 
Lumpkin's pranks, until the play winds 
to a inevitably happy conclusion. 

The play also features SGA vice-
president Ron Sasso, as the landlord of a 
country inn who aids Lumpkin in his 
joke against Marlow and Hastings. 

The play will not disappoint lovers of 
comedy, because of the many scenes of 
slapstick it contains. Though the play 
was written by Goldsmith in 1773, the 
language is modern enough for the 
audience to understand and appreciate 
the verbal jokes. 

Performance dates for "She Stoops to 
Conquer" are February 26-28 at 8 p.m. 
and March 1 at 7 p.m. at the Artist 
Showcase Theatre, 1150 Indiana Ave. 
in Trenton. For more information and 
reservations call (609) 392-1704. 
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English professors act in and direct local play 
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As a senior with a badcaseof the"real 
world jitters", I recently began to 
question my decision to major in the 
liberal arts. This may have been spurred 
on by the incessant badgering of 
relatives whose first question every time 
I see them is "So, what are you going to 
do when you get out of school?" This 
they follow with the heartlessly cruel 
"Can't get far with a B.A. these days." 

But I can't blame them completely. 
After all, if I were sure of the value of my 
Liberal Arts degree their patronizing 
drivel wouldn't bother me. 

Let's face it, a Bachelor of Arts in 
Music Composition isn't worth a good 
handful of manure in the business world. 
Aside from teaching high school, the 
guy with a B.A. in Music has virtually no 
single career to choose, let alone career 

• opti ons. He could play in a band in the 
street for spare change. He could work 
in a music store. He could become an 
usher in a concert hall for peanuts. He 
could goto work in his father's hardware 
store or sponge off some other charitable 

Wilkinson's Edge 
Campus Commentary 

CARLTON WILKINSON 

relative. Or go back to school. Those are 
his choices. 

I assume that music, although 
certainly one of the least promising 
fields, is not alone -in its uselessness. I 

Art Stuff. 

can't imagine an Art major having an 
easy time of it. Even some of the other, 
more reputable majors will probably 
face the same thing. What would 
Applied History be like, for instance? Or 
Practical Philosophy? 

Had I taken a Business major or a 
Nursing major my future would be set. I 
would leave college, get a job, raise a 
family on a suitable income and prepare 
myself for mid-life crisis. But no. 

My future is not set. I'm not going to be 
a high school teacher. Ever. Not if I can 
help it. A noble profession if ever there 
was one, but count me out, please. 

I refuse to sell sheet music ,or 
instruments to pimply faced teenagers 
who couldn't care less about the 
instrument they are learning or about 
music in general. I have played in bands 
and I have played in the street and 
frankly, that's no way to make a living. 

What's left? I asked myself. 
Forcing down the panic welling inside 

my scrawny but sensitive musician's 

Art Stuff is the new weekly photo feature in the pages of The Signal. Its purpose is to give a place for all af t~,u 
good shots our photographers take every week that just don't fit into everyday newspapers This isonen t!> I? ? rfally 

at Trenton State Colleae Entries are accepted in The Signal office before 3 p.m. on Fridays to all students 

chest I decided that I must have-a:; 
reason. What could I have bee-
thinking? Did I throw away a goocr. 
at a Jacuzzi for a law m ea;: 
compositions? 

I was sure there was more to it 
that. I sat down in a hot bath one eve- : 
and gave my original motives cafe', 
consideration. If there were acluetc " 
crime of my present situation.asta"'; 
point into the maze of my future.itwc.: 
lie there. 

For as long as I can remember.!':' 
believed in the value of a well-rou-:: 
education. I scoffed at peoplegoin; 
business school or profess: 
training. "That's not what educat 
all about," I said. 

When I started college there m® 
doubt that I was headed for Tr j 
arts. I had interests in writing, ''n"Jus' _ 
in history and politics. My-<^her ' ' 
corporate consultant who : 

Shakespeare, Melville and Heming • 
at the dinner table, tf I was ever gom; -
look him in the eye after grad ual • 
had to study liberal arts. 

"And what have you learned, Mr 
Years (And Then Some) In Col e g 
asked myself. My hot bathwate 
growing colder by the minute.J 
quickly and shot back an ans we • 

"I've learned about life," I said. " 
lame answer and I knew it, but wn 
say? I make myself nervous, w 
corner me with difficult question _ 

"I've learned that the world i • • 
place," I continued. "And that t 
lot left to learn. I've learned 
believe everything that people te 

Bingo. tri 
"^Would you have been happy 

good job, a quiet homelife. a 
picket fence and a standard-to- -
education?" I asked myself 

"No," I said. 
I remembered my father saying « 

"You can never unlearn what y -; 
learned, and what you have lea-
how to ask questions. There s o 
way to go. You're sunk, pal " 

"I'm sunk," I said to myse' 
under the bathwater. . 

My future will never be set - vj 
way it wHI be for a business maj ^ 
nursing major. No amount of j 
counseling is ever going to lopo 
tne part of my brain that browj .. 
this juncture. No amount of • • 
down" will purge me of my in* . • 
insomnia or teach me the mea 
living. „!eS 

So^much for bathroom epip rtf< 
When my relatives ask me wn ^ -

world I'm going to do with a t3 wunu i m yumy iu uv -g .. 
Music Comoosition, they re 9 :J(, 
have to be satisfied with a P^^L^rs 
answer. But when my y°u!!Lsnou; 

and nephews ask me what tney ^ ^ 
be thinking about majoring 1 • sge 
them without batting an ey 
Liberal Arts." 

'Deep Think' exposes name change scam 
Most of you civilians don't really 

understand journalism, or what we on 
the inside call "the news business" 
(pronounced nooz-biz by the real 
insiders, like me). 

One of the distinctions we understand 
(and you don't) is the difference 
between reporters and columnists. 
Reporters gather facts and write stories. 
Reporters have to tell the truth and 
aren't allowed to have opinions. 
Columnists (yours truly included) suffer 
from no such constraints. 

Some reporters, not satisfied with the 
facts, dig for the facts behind the facts. 
They are called "investigative reporters" 
and are almost (but not quite) as 
interesting to read as columnists. 
Investigative reporters used to be called 
"muckrakers," but that term seems to 
have fallen out of favor. 

I've always envied investigative 
reporters for their secret sources. 
Woodward and Bernstein (or was it 

Woodward and Lothrop"?) had "Deep 
Throat" in the Watergate scandal of the 
early '70s. I need envy them no longer, 
because now I too have a secret source 
buried deep in TSC's administration. 

My source's cover name is "Deep 
Think." 

You may wonder "Deep Think"? One 
of the most sacred duties of the 

A Shot of Wry 
Campus Commentary 

SAM I ZD AT • 

investigative reporter is to protect his (or 
her) sources. I chose this name to fully 
disguise the real identity of my source. 
No administrator at TSC could ever be 
associated with the words "Deep" or 
"Think." 

Deep Think and I have never met face-
to-face. only ski mask to ski mask. Since 
an individual in a three-piecesuit and a 
ski mask is somewhat conspicuous, we 
only meet in dark, out-of-the-way 
places, like the library. Hardly anybody 
ever goes to the library. 

The very first tidbit passed to me by 
Deep Think is the truth behind the 
name-change survey. This ought to 
come as a big suprise to those of you 
who didn't think this survey had 
anything to do with the word "truth." 

Well, actually, it didn't, and you are to 
Ibe congratulated for your persipacity. 
In fact (according to Deep Think), the 
whole name-change issue was just a 
clever invention, whose only purpose 
was to test the intelligence of all 
members, past and present, of our 
college community. 

What the AA's did (Deep Think refers 
to our uppermost echelon as Almighty 
A The "Almighty" is self-

explanatory. The A ^5 t 

body orifice in the nether regions wt--
I am reluctant to spell out.) wastoinv-"-
a completely meaningless issue mere 
for the purpose of sending out ' 
completely meaningless questionna 

The truly excellent among -
recipients would recognize 
suspicious trash that the questionn= -
was when they saw it, and re fuse 
respond, or respond in the ne gate 
Only the dullards and dunces w c 
actually take the whole thing serious!," 
and support the idea. 

If great numbers of those s urveys-
responded positively, then it wo t-' 
reveal serious deficiencies in our at • 
to tell good from bad, important fr:-
trivial, and all those liberal artsy k-.i 
things. 

In an upwelling of common se-se 
unprecedented in the annals ( oops 
almost said "anals") of h.-gne 
continued on page 11 

Liberal Arts: learning about the meaning of life 



Los Lobos: 
lost flavor 

Students who bought previous 
albums by Los Lobos may have been 
suprised to learn the the band is made 
up of Mexican-Americans who play 
Hispanic, fo lk-influenced rockabilly. 

That ethnic sound is exactly what has 
attracted college radio to Los Lobos' 
music. 

Los Lobos started out as a wedding 
band who discovered that audiences 
were m ost attracted to Hispanic style 
polka songs backed up by instruments 
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Finding time to fit it all in 

TSR Trax 
Record Review 

JANICE HILL 

such as accordian and harmonica. The 
band started performing orginal songs 
after that. 

Los Lobos played Trenton's City 
Gardens two years ago. Although lightly 
attended, the show received great 
reviews, and those polka songs were the 
hit of the night. 

"By the Light of the Moon," the latest 
album from Los Lobos is sadly missing 
that wild Hispanic folk bitethat made the 
band's previous recordings so much 
fun. 

There is one ballad sung in Spanish, 
but most of the songs sound like country 
or American rockabilly with only atouch 
of accordion here and there to give the 
music an ethnic tinge. 

In producing "By the Light of the 
Moon," T-Bone Burnette and Los Lobos 
have filtered out the edge to the band's 
sound, and given it a more American 
rock and roll sound than on previous 
recordings. 

\ Los Lobos did not produce a poor 
aibum. "By tbe Light ot the Moon" will 
probably be as successful as previous 
albums, or more, because of better 
name recognition. But college radio will 
kiss Los Lobos goodbye soon after it hits 
the commercial radio charts to make 
room for lesser known bands that need 
college airplay more. 

WTSR will sponsor its annual 
Radiothon benefit on April 8-9. This 
year the proceeds from Radiothon will 
be donated to Anchor House, Trenton's 
home for runaway and abused children. 

Erath 

BY SANDRA HETZEL 

Twenty-three-year-old Lisa Zola 
writes the "Fitness Focus" column in 
The Signal. She has come back to 
Trenton State College to get a degree in 
journalism, after graduating in 1986 with 
a degree in psychology. 

This semester Lisa started working 
out with Trenton State's wrestling team. 
She does aerobics with the team a 
couple of times a week to helpthem lose 
weight so they could make their weight 
class. So far, it has been very successful. 

Lisa has also been teaching aerobics 
to the wrestling team of her old high 
school. She has been working with them 
since December, exercising with the 
varsity, junior varsity and freshman 
teams. The wrestling coach asked herto 
help out, when he heard about the 
success of the dance studio, where she 
works with her mother. 

Lisa teaches 13 classes a week at the 
studio, and choreographs their annual 
recital with her mother. Lisa has been 
dancing all her life and has taken 
lessons in Trenton, Princeton, 
Philadelphia and New York. 

Two years ago, Lisa had a five-day a 
week fitness show on cable television 
called "Shape up with Lisa." The station 
had heard something about the dance 
studio and asked her to do a show. Lisa 
also modeled bathing suits and seasonal 
fashions on a weekly talk show at the 
station. 

Lisa has just started a weekly column 
in the "Hamilton Observer." She met a 
sports reporter for the paper at a 
wrestling match, and he got her 
interested in working for the paper. Her 
column, "For the Fit of It," premiered 
last week and is different than her 
column in The Signal. 

Lisa had always been interested in 
writing, but after she met Gary Papa, a 
news-caster for WPVI in Philadelphia 

Harrod 

continued from page 9 

Among the plays Erath has directed 
for Shakespeare '70 have been 
"Tartuffe," "The Way of the World," 
"The Country Wife," and most of 
Shakespeare's dramas. One wall of his 
office is plastered with advertising flyers 
for all of them. The Shakespeare plays 
are always outdoor summer 
performances in Washington's Crossing 
Park. 

"We've been doing Shakespeare in 
the park for 18 years," Erath said. 
"Doing one winter show and one 
summer show fits nicely into my 
schedule. I try to keep the non-
Shakespeare play for indoors, in the 
winter." 

Like most directors, Erath always has 
a "vision" of how he would like a play to 
look on stage. How has he allowed the 
actors and other participants in putting 
on a play to influence that vision? 

"In my early directorial efforts, I might 
have been more rigid in my 
interpretation of plays," he admitted. 
Now I've learned to be more flexible, to 

learn from the actors. Also, when you're 
working in a non-professional company 
with a limited budget, you have to 
sometimes be a l ot flexible. 

"I've been fortunate,though, to gel 
most of what I have in my head on 
stage," Erath said. 

Deep think 
continued from page 10 

education, over 90 percent of the TSC 
community passed this test with flying 
colors. 

Now, that's excellence! 
Deep Think tells me that an article 

describing the study is now being 
prepared by one of the AA's. As soon as 
the Office of College Relations checks 
the spelling, the article will be submitted 
to a leading educational journal, such as 
Money Magazine, or People. 

Deep Think also tells me that this will 
be the first scholarly article published by 
any of the AA's in recent memory. 

But I'm not interested in Deep Think's 
petty academic pot-shotting. I PASSED 
THE TEST! 

this past summer, she had the incentive 
to pursue writing. After talking to him 
and learning about his lifestyle, she 
decided to return to Trenton State 
College and get her degree in 
journalism. 

When she is not dancing, teaching or 
writing, Lisa loves going out for Italian 
food, especially in Chambersburg. After 
a good meal, she enjoys dancing the 
night away at one of her favorite night 
spots. 

When she leaves Trenton State this 
spring, Lisa plans to continue teaching 
dance. She also wants to get more 
involved in working with athletic teams, 
and she wants to write for a newspaper 
or a magazine. 

How can she fit it all in? Lisa's 
philosophy of life is that "Life is so 
great—it has so much to offer—but 
you've got to have the ambition to do it. 
You can have it all!" 

Options for college women 

continued from page 9 

"If you ask any of my students," 
Harrod admits, "they will tell you what a 
ham I am." 

Cheryl Thompson, a senior English 
major, recalls a time Harrod played his 
ukulele to help the class understand a 
time period better. 

"He keeps you interested," Thompson 
said, "He loves his subject— no doubt 
about it." 

Harrod feels it is important that the 
students recognize him to be the kind of 
person who cares for his subject matter. 
He parallels his teaching career to a 
Thomas Hardy poem, in which a man 
hopes that when he is gone people will 
say, "He used to care about these 
things." 

"I think teaching is what I was meant 
to do," Harrod said. In response to the 
idea of a serious acting career, 
"Generally, I am pretty good as a 
teacher." 

BY MYCHE JASLAR 

This is the first part of a series. 

It is not news that women are going to 
college and getting educations before 
they are married. It did, however, take a 
long time and a lot of struggle before 
women were able to enter institutions 
such as colleges and universities. 

This struggle was not only with the 
institutions, but with their own families. 
Institutions turned down female 
applicants because they were female. 
The structural oppression in the 
institutions was even greater. In the 19th 
century many of the students in colleges 
and universities were men, and they 
believed that women didn't have any 
right to be in the institutions. They did 
everything in their power to keep women 
out. Male students were able to control, 
more or less, some situations by 
threatening to riot if women were 
allowed to enter the institutions. 

do women maintain connections with 
each other? How do they use the powers 
they have already gained? 

These questions and their answers are 
becoming more important as women are 
becoming more accepted by men. 
College can offer some of the answers. 

Women should take advantage of 
programs offered to them. At Trenton 
State College, there are programs that 
could help women answer these and 
many other questions. But these 
programs cannot help if they are not 
used. It is unfortunate that these 
programs are not used to their fullest 
potential. 

The Women's Center, located in the 
basement of Green Hall, is dedicated to 
addressing the concerns of women 
Students. It is partly staffed by 
volunteers. They arrange for speakers to 
come in and talk about topics regarding 
women. The center is set up as a 
comfortable place for relaxation and 
conversation. Women's Programming 
of College Union Board (CUB) has been 

Families refused to send their 
daughters to college because the belief 
was they' would ultimately riot use the 
education. The families would, however, 
send the girls to finishing schools where 
they would learn their domestic skills. 

The sons were encouraged to get a 
higher education. In this sense a woman 
was prevented from getting an 
education because she would need her 
time to raise the family, and the men 
would get careers to support the family. 

Now women make up one half of the 
American college population. How do 
they keep their identities as women? 
Who can help them enhance 
themselves? Are there organizations 
that will help women choose careers 
that fit their interests and talents, and 
help them deal with relationships? How 

dormant for the past couple of 
semesters. There is a committee 
working on programs this semester. 

Women's Studies are courses in 
which you learn to understand the 
nature of women's experiences in the 
past as well as analyze women's 
situations today. They help you explore 
the options available to women. 

Women who become more involved in 
these courses and programs will learn 
more about themselves and may then be 
able to answer some of the questions 
mentioned above. 

Choosing careers and relationships 
can be difficult even with advice from 
others. These programs can help you 
realize what you are up against today. 
They can help you decide what to do 
now to help yourself later. 
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Clipped coupons make good common 'cents' 
If you have been taking the advice of 

this column through its first four 
installments, then you are ready to go to 
the grocery store and save between 10-
25%. 

However, there is something you must 
do first. 

Planning and organization are crucial 
when trying to save money. Any 
business will falter if plans are 
inadequate or nonexistent. 

You must look at your shopping list as 
a business project. 

For instance, you have $25. You want 
to know the best way to "invest" this 
money by either spending less on the 
items you need or getting more for the 
money you have budgeted. 

When making your shopping list, 
always list first those items that you' 
need. 

For example, you are down to your 
last roll of toilet tissue. Assuming you 

Grocery Man 
Consumer Advice 

DONALD L. ZIERDT 

shop once a week, you must pick some 
up on this shopping trip because you 
will run out before the next one. 

You may have also thought about 
some of the meals you would like to have 
during the coming week. 

For instance, you would like to pick up 
some chicken and have it on Thursday 
night. 

After listing these items, you would 
look in the advertisement for sales on 
the items. Regardless of whether or not 
the items are in the ad, you will buy them 
because you need or want them 

However, this week (Feb. 22-28) at 
Pathmark, Cottonelle Bath Tissue in the 
four-roll pack is on sale for $1.09. Holly 
Farms Sunday Best Roaster chickens 
are only 79 cents per pound. 

You notice that Palmolive Dish Liquid 
in the large 48-ounce bottle is only 
$1.99. You realize that you also need 
dish liquid. 

This simple use of the store's 
advertisement already has begun to 
save you money. 

Next, you scan the ad for items that 
you do not need desperately, but which 
feature prices which are too low to pass 
up, or, coordinated with coupons that 
you have, will be a bargain if picked up 
on this shopping trip. 

You see that the six-ounce box of 
French's Specialty Potatoes is only 79 
cents. The 20-cent coupon I have will 
reduce the cost of this tasty side dish to a 
mere 39 cents (Pathmark has double 
coupons this week). 

A six-pack of Coke is only $1.99, and 
my 50-cent coupon will lower the price 
to 99 cents. 

The whole planning process involves 
this balance between what you need and 
what you can get on a given week at a 
low price 

The question is. where do you draw 
the line between saving money now and 
buying too far into the future? 

The best way to answer this is by using 
two words: common sense. 

Let's look at an example. 
The 13-ounce can of Master Blend 

Coffee is $1.89 at Pathmark this week. 
You are not a daily coffee drinker, but 
you only have about a one-month 
supply left. 

With the 25-cent coupon you have, the 
final cost would only be $1.39. 

Do you get it? 
I would. Simply because I can store 

the coffee on a shelf until I need it. The 
price is too good to pass up in relation to 
when I will really use it. 

Another question you should ask 
yourself is: do I plan to use the product? 

Buying just for the sake of getting a 
lower price is a rut that many devoted 
coupon users get into. 

From my own experience. I would buy 

cereals, such as Kellogg's Corn Flakes 
in the 18-ounce box, for a very low cost 
(sometimes it did not cost me anything). 

I did this knowing full well that I eat 
cereal about twice a year. Needless to 
say, I threw it out because the flakes 
went stale. 

This give-and-take, budget 
adherence, and decision-making will go 
on during the entire preparation of your 
shopping list. 

With time, you will make these 
decisions faster, and you will be able tc 
complete the process in less time. 

The key is to know what you aregoing 
to buy before you go to the store. 

Then, through careful inspection of 
the advertisement and coordination of 
the items you wish to buy with the 
coupons that you have, you can 
minimize your cost and time spent in the 
store. 
Next week: Live from the checkout 
counter. 

* * * * * *  
k * * 

The Ten Best Buys 
Sometimes, Pathmark has some exceptional store coupons in the' 

advertisements This was the case in this week's Sunday Star-Ledger 
Following are the ten best buys for the week (Feb. 22-28). 

Pepsi/Diet Pepsi-2 liter... 694* 
Tropicana Orange Juice-1/2 gallon... 994** 
Hellmann's Mayonnaise-32 oz.... 994** 
SOS Soap Pads-18 count box... 794* 
Ivory Shampoo/Conditioner-15 oz. bottle... 994* 
Country Hearth White Bread-22 oz... 494 
Pillsbury Cake Mix-18 oz. box... 2/694* 
Hungry Jack Mashed Potatoes-16 oz. box... 894* 
Green Giant Niblets Corn-12 oz. can... 334 
Post Raisin Bran-15 oz. box... $1.49* 
'with store coupon 
"with store coupon and minimum $5 purchase 

If you boyght all the above items, you would spend $8.34. This isar 

approximate savings of $4.55 off their regular prices. In addition.coupons 
currently out on some of these products, if used, would cut another$370 
($1.85 times double coupons) from the total. 

*BE* 
•  *  • * * *  * +  

* J A* J „ 
*J STAR ** * * * * * * 

• 

* 
* * 

The CAMPUS WIDE 
TALENT SHOW 

Tues., April 21 

Auditions: 
Thurs., March 12 
Thurs., March 26 
Wed., April 1 
7-8:30 p.m. 
Decker Main Lounge 
All Dates 

Acts to be Auditioned: 
Master/Mistress of Ceremonies, SinginS-
Magic Acts, Dancing, Lip-Sync, Dramatic 
Performances, Comedy, Impersonation5 

Prizes: 
Chance to Win a Caribbean Vacation for 
Two and other Fantastic Prizes! 

Sign-Ups: 
Campus Life Office, 2nd Floor Student 
Center 

Sponsored by NHnority Executive Couoc'^ 
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Zapping your fat away with aerobic exercises 
It's been two weeks since my first 

•tness article appeared in the paper. 
How are you doing with your new eating 
nabits and great workouts? Are you 
shedding those pounds? 

If not. that means only one thing: you 
are not doing what I am advising you to 
do You are not trying hard enough. You 
can do it! 

Well, get o ff the couch! Get ready to 
zap the fat. tone your muscles, enhance 
you psy chological well-being with the 
popular, dynamic, exciting form of 
exercise known as aerobics. 

As I said last week, it would be 
fantastic if you could exercise four times 
a we ek for forty minutes. This work-out 
should consist of a ten minute warm-up. 
which should include muscle stretching 
and po ssibly brisk walking (especially 
when the w eather gets nicer). 

Next you should begin the aerobic 
exercise of your choice. Remember, 
aerobic conditioning consists of doing 

an activity continuously, and carrying it 
out at a level to supply an adequate 
amount of oxygen to do the exercise. 
You should do the aerobic exercise for 
30 minutes, raising your heart rate to at 
least 120 beats per minute and 
maintaining it for at least 10 minutes. 
This will strenathen the heart, while at 

the same time, burn calories and fat. You 
can check your pulse rate when you're 
15 minutes into your work-out. 

Warming up the muscles is extremely 
important, since this will help to prevent 
injuries (a topic which will be discussed 
at a future date) due to improper warm-
ups (or neglect of them). 

Cooling down is always necessary, 
helping to alleviate muscle cramping 
and preventing blood from pooling in 
the legs. 

Wearing the right sneakers to exercise 
also serves as a safeguard against 
injuries. Sneakers should be replaced 
after six to eight months, because the 
arches and support in the shoe usually 
wear out by this time. Worn out sneakers 
cause greater pressure to be applied to 
the feet, which pulls on muscles in the 
calves and shins causing strains and 
shin splints. 

Shin splints occur when the muscles 
of the shin tear away from the bones. 
This can be very painful, and when not 
treated properly, may lead to a stress 
fracture. 

Adjusting the impact of the aerobic 
work-out according to the surface of the 
floor is also an aid in injury prevention 
Your feet should stay closer to the floor 
if the surface is hard, as opposed to 
liftina the feet higher when exercising 

on a so fter (carpeted) surface. 
Here is a list of some aerobic exercises 

you can do and the number of calories 
that are burned in thirty minutes of 
doing that exercise. Choose the ones 
you feel will be exciting and pleasurable. 
Have fun with it, and remember, all of 
this hard work will pay off when you are 
lying on the warm, white sandy beach 
this summer with the sun tanning your 
incredibly fit body. 

Exercise Calories/half hour 

Walking (moderately) 120 
Walking (briskly) 180 
Walking (slowly) 120 
Cycling (quickly) 180 
Tennis 150 
Dancing 210 
Jogging (slowly) 240 
Swimming (breaststroke) 300 
Running (5.5 mph) 300 
Squash 330 
Handball 330 

WIN MONEY 
Enter SGA's Poster Contest for 

SECURITY AWARENESS WEEK 
March 23-27 

Requirements: 
Poster must be 11 "x 17" with 1/4" border on all 
sides 
Paper must be white and one color ink must be 
used (black preferred) 
Must contain the theme "Protection Through 
Awareness" and must state "Security 
Awareness Week March 23-27" 
Participants name, address, and phone number 
must be printed on the back of the entry 
Deadline for entry is Thurs., Feb. 26 
Posters can be left with Jim Ziebell in the Office 
of Campus Life, second floor Student Center, 
or with one of the Campus Life secretaries. 

Posters are NONRETURNABLE! 

Benefits: 
Full page advertisement in The Signal 
Posters will be hung around campus 
Prize money of $50 
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CAREER SERVICES 

CONFERENCE 

American Women in Radio and 
Television is sponsoring its annual 
conference. It will be held on Sat.. March 
21 It is designed especially for men and 
women of college age and beyond who 
want to re-enter the radio and TV 
profession. Learn what you need to 
begin your career in communications. 
Guest speakers in broadcasting and 
advertising will be on hand to give you 
inside info and answer questions. 
Career Services, Green Hall 207, has 
applications. 

WORKSHOP 

Juniors, Seniors, and recent graduates 
are welcome to attend the Annual 
International Radio and Television 
Society Minority Career Workshop on 
April 9-10 in New York City. The 
workshop is offered free-of-charge and 
is designed to help minority college 
students find internships in the 
electronic communications industry. 
Visit representatives and possibly be 
interviewed at this workshop. 
Applications must be filled out and 
returned to the I .R .T.S. no later than Fri., 
March 13. Please pick up an application 
in Career Services, Green Hall 207. 

Career Services 
Green Hall 
Room 207 

(609) 771-2161 

CAREER AWARENESS DAY 

"meet with employer reps 
"learn about career opportunities 
"full-time employment opportunities 
"employers will be recruiting seniors 

Thurs., April 16, 10-3 p.m., Brower 
Student Center. Come to Career 
Services and meet with a career 
counselor to get your resume critiqued. 
Green Hall 207 or call for appointment, 
771-2161. 

ALL STUDENTS! 

-resume writing -relocation 
-recruiting -grad school 

-interview -self-assessment 

Workshops are being offered all 
semester on the above topics. 
Graduating? Relocating? Looking for a 
summer job? Get prepared now. Sign up 
for a workshop at Career Services, 
Green Hall 207. 

INTRO TO CO-OP 

Everything you always wanted to know 
about Co-op. Basic information 
concerning the type of experiences you 
gain from being involved in Cooperative 
Education. This workshop will also 
explain what you need to qualify for a 
Summer or Fall '87 Co-op. It's a terrific 
learning experience which will help you 
in your career in the future. Workshops: 
Wed., Feb. 25, 9:25-10:40 a.m.: Fri., Feb. 
27. 9:25-10:40 a.m. 

WORK-STUDY 

The Lehigh Valley Hospital has 
announced the Summer 1987 Work-
Study Program. This program offers on-
the-job experience for undergraduates 
and graduate students in health-related 
fields. The highly competitive program 
will be conducted from June 1-Aug. 21. 
The salary is $216 based on a 40-hour 
week. Many educational opportunities 
as well as a housing allowance are 
provided. Career Services, Green Hall 
207, has additional details as well as 
applications. 

APPRENTICESHIPS 

Summer research awards are available 
to undergraduates. They provide the 
opportunity for wee-qualified students 
to undertake an original research 
project in basic biomedical research at 
the University of South Carolina. 
Eligibility: Sophomores and Juniors 
considering a career in basic scientific 
research. Projects available in anatomy, 
biochemistry, immunology, pharma
cology, and more. Deadline: Fri., March 
7. For more details, come to Career 
Services, Green Hall 207, for application 
procedures. 

AMES STORES 

A representative from Ames Department 
Stores will be giving an information 
presentation regarding opportunities 
with their organization for new grads on 
Thurs., March 12; on-campus recruiting 
visit, Fri., March 13. Sign-up required. 
Come to Career Services, Green Hall 
207, for more information. 

TREASURY AGENTS 

The Office of Personnel Management is 
presently accepting applications to take 
the written test for Treasury 
Enforcement Agent. A representative 
will be on campus Sat., March 7, at 8:15 
p.m. in the Nursing Building, room 108, 
to administer the written test. 
Applications and informational 
materials must be picked up at the office 
of the Criminal Justice Dept. by Thurs., 
March 5. 

ACTUARIAL INTERNS 
Summer Positions 

Continental Insurance Company is 
looking for summer interns with strong 
math skills (at least four semesters of 
calculus), an excellent academic record, 
and good communication skills. Come 
to Career Services. Green Hall 207, for 
detailed information. 

JOB BANK 
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING 

Sign-up now for the following: 

NEW JERSEY NATIONAL BANK 

Position: Commercial Banker Development Program 

Majors: Accounting, Finance, Business, Economics 

Date on campus: Wed., March 4 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

Position: Sales; Support Systems Engineer, Customer Engineer 

Majors: EET, Computer Sciences 

Date on campus: Fri., March 6 

PRESCREENING RESUMES FOR 
CAMPUS RECRUITING 

The following companies/organizations have asked to prescreen resumes 
of students interested in their future campus recruiting visit. For mo re 
information, come to Career Services, Green Hall 207. 

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. 

Position: Scientific Computer Programming 

Majors: Computer Science 

Deadline: Fri., Feb. 27 

CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION 

Position: Junior Casino Accounting and Operations Analyst 

Majors: Accounting; Business Administration or Economics with a 
minimum of 21 credit hours in Accounting 

Deadline: Fr., Mar. 13 

MERRILL LYNCH 

Position: Customer Service Reps., Accounting Clerks 

Majors: Liberal Arts, Accounting, Economics, Finance, Business 

Deadline: Fri., Mar. 13 

MCGRAW HILL 

Position: Accounting 

Majors: Accounting 

Deadline: Fri., March 13 

SUMMER JOBS 
Bally's Casino 

dealers "bar porters 
'cashiers "other casino jobs 

On Wed., Feb. 25. ten representatives 
from Bally's Park Plaza Casino Hotel in 
Atlantic City, New Jersey, are coming to 
our campus They will present Bally's via 
video as well as interview candidates. 
Plan for your summer employment now 
and reserve this date for an interview 
with Bally's. Sign up is required at the 
Office of Career Services, Green Hall 

INTERNSHIP 

Linpro Builders and Develop^ 
(Plainsboro) is seeking a student', 
in the Public Relations depart* 
Student will be responsible for * ^ 
feature stories, press releases. -
assisting in organizing com 
events. Part-time hours are avai 
Salary is to be discussed. Bmp 1 . 
seeking a sharp Junior or 
Communications or Journalism .. 
with strong writing skills. For . 
information, contact the OH 
Career Services. Green Hall 20 

ANNOUNCEMENTS****************************** 
Informational 

SCHOLARSHIP 

Psychology Majors: Marshall P. Smith 
Scholarship applications are now 
available in the secretarial area of the 
Psychology Department. The deadline 
for submission of applications is Wed., 
April 1. Eligibility criteria include: a 3.5 
GPA i n psychology, a 3.2 GPA overall. 
12 semester hours of psychology 
completed, and full matriculation as a 
psychology major. All criteria refer to 
Trenton State College accomplish
ments. 

SENIORS 

All seniors expecting to complete 
requirements for a bachelors degree in 
May 1987 are reminded that applications 
for conferment of degree are due now in 
the Office of Records and Registration, 
Green Hall 112. Students in Teacher 
Education programsshould check in the 
office regarding due dates for 
applications for N.J. Teaching 
Certificates. 

CHANGING MAJORS 

Forms for changing majors, to be 
effective for for 1987 pre-registration, 
are available in the Office of Records 
and Registration, Green Hall 112. The 
deadline tor this ottice to receive 
completed torms is Mon., March 30. 
Many departments have deadlines for 
submitting requests for consideration 
well in advance of the date they are due 
in this office. Students planning 
changes need to verify the deadline date 
with the department to which entry is 
sought. 

FINANCIAL AID 

A w orkshop for financial aid applicants 
for the 1987-88 school year will be held 
in Green Hall 118 on thefollowing dates: 
Thurs., Feb. 26, 9:30-11:30 a.m.; Fri., 
Feb. 27. 1:30-3:30 p.m.; Mon., March 2, 
9z;30-11:30 a.m.; Tues., March 3, 1:30-
3:30 p.m.; Wed., March 4. 2-4 p.m. 
Applications and information on new 
regulations for financial aid will be 
distributed then. 

WORKSHOP 

Guaranteed Student Loan applicants for 
the 1987-88 school year should pick up 
information on new regulations in Green 
Hall 118 on the following date: Wed., 
Feb. 25, 2-4 p.m. 

HOW TO ADVERTISE 
To have your information advertised in 
This Week at Trenton State, an 
Information Form must be filled out and 
returned. The deadline for submitting 
copy isThurs.. 12 noon.forthefollowing 
week's issue of The Signal. The forms 
can be picked up in the Campus Life 
Office, second floor Student Center, and 
should be returned to Campus Life. 
Forms returned to The Signal will not be 
published. 
For further information, call 771-2466. 
We reserve the right to edit. 

Special 
Events 

MARKETING WEEK 

The Trenton State College Chapter of 
the American Marketing Association 
invites all to "Career Night", Tues., Feb. 
24, 8-10 p.m.. in Student Center210. Get 
information on p r od uc t/b ra n d 
management, sales management, and 
working at an ad agency. Refreshments 
will be served. We also welcome all to 
our regular Wednesday meeting. Feb. 
25, 3:15 p.m., in Bliss Hall 123, where we 
will be celebrating the AMA's 50th 
Anniversary. 

WASHINGTON TRIP 

Tickets are still available for the 
Residence Hall Association's bus trip to 
Washington, D C. on Fri., Feb. 25, at 8 
a.m. Tickets are on sale in the Program 
Center, Cromwell basement, room 14. 
Call 771-2196 for further information. 

HAIL, THE KING 

On Thurs., Feb. 26, 8 p.m., All College 
Theater presents its second student-
directed show. Hail, the King. Written 
and directed by senior theatre major 
John D. Ervin, Hail, the King is an 
engrossing tale of a young king on the 
verge of assassination. The story 
centers around the king, his servant, and 
their relationship. Hail, the King will run 
from Feb. 26-29 in Kendall Hall Black 
Box Theatre (room 212). Curtain time is 
8 p.m 

FINAL RUSH 

The Brothers of Alpha Phi Delta 
National Fraternity invite all non-Greek 
males to attend their final rush on 
Thurs., Feb. 26. in room 210 of the 
Student Center. Festivities will follow. 

Meetings 

GOLF TEAM 

Current members and anyone wishing 
to try-out for the Trenton State College 
Golf Team must attend a mandatory 
meeting on Wed., Feb. 25, 4 p.m., in 
Packer Hall 103. Interested individuals 
who are unable to attend are advised to 
contact Coach Fred Oshel or Team 
Captain Tony Latham (771-8069) prior 
to the scheduled meeting. 

SPRING INTRAMURALS 

Intramurals and Recreation Services 
announces the Spring Sports captain's 
meetings: men's and women's softball-
3:15 p.m.; co-rec weekend softball-3.45 
p.m.; co-rec volleyball-4 p.m.; floor 
hockey-4:30 p.m.; indoor soccer-5 p.m. 
All meetings will be held Wed., March 4, 
in Packer Hall 104. Entry cards are 
available at the Recreation Center 
Control Desk. A $20 refundable forfeit 
fee must accompany each entry card. 
Any questions, please contact John 
Neveling at 771-2223. 

MAN OF LA MANCHA 

All College Theatre and Opera 
Workshop present their production of 
"Man of La Mancha." The musical is set 
in the 16th century in Spain, and tells the 
story of the legendary Don Quixote. The 
colorful Dale Wasserman musical is a 
theatre classic. Guest artist Richard 
Bitsko, Off-Broadway performer, stars 
as Don Quixote. Performances will be in 
Kendall Hall Main Theatre, March 5-7, at 
8 p.m., and March 8 a t 7 p.m. 

ICE SKATING 

Intramurals and Recreation Services 
presents General Ice Skating. 
Intramurals extends an open invitation 
for the members of the college 
community and their families to 
participate in our general ice skating 
program. It will take place Tues., Feb. 24, 
9:30-11:30 p.m., at Lawrenceville Prep 
School. There will be a sign-up sheet 
and maps for interested participants at 
the Student Recreation Center Control 
Desk. Limited transportation. Please car 
pool. There will be a van leaving the Rec 
Center at 9 p.m. Free refreshments will 
be served by the fire. Bring your own 
skates. 

AIKIDO CLUB 

The Aikido Martial Arts Club is the 
newest club at Trenton State. In Aikido, 
we strive to control our inner strength. 
Because of this, it is a martial art which 
does not distinguish between age, sex, 
or size. Aikido is the ultimate in 
defensive martial arts. No technique can 
be used unless the attacker moves first. 
We use the attacker's strength against 
him/herself. Technically, an attacker 
can be thrown without even touching 
him/her. There is no need to injure or 
possibly kill an attacker in rushed haste 
or poor judgment. A good Aikidoist can 
pin an attacker simply and for as long as 
necessary. Classes are every Wed. and 
Fri., 7:30-9 p.m., in the Rec Center 
Wrestling Room. 

PHILOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY 

The Philosophical Society will be 
holding its first meeting of the semester 
on Mon., March 2, 3:15 p.m. in Holman 
Hall 304. The meeting will have an 
organizational and directional format. 
All newcomers are welcome. We need 
people with ideas and interest. The 
Society will now meet regularly on the 
first and third Mondays of each month. 

CIRCLE K 

Circle K is the organization that hold the 
promise of today's college students 
becoming tomorrow's leaders. It exists 
to meet the personal needs of the 
individual collegian through the 
qualities of leadership, the rewards of 
service, and the unique spirit of 
friendship. Circle K's potential lies in its 
ability to positively influence those in 
our society who are facing ultimate 
personal decisions and those who will 
one day create the vision of mankind for 
generations to come. Circle K is the 
embodiment of those qualities 
necessary to shape the future, realized 
in the colleges and universities of today. 
Meetings are held every Wed., 4 p.m., in 
Student Center 205. All are welcome. 

INTERNATIONAL 
EXCHANGE 

See the world and earn credits, too! 
Come out and see what International 
Exchange is really about! Hear from 
students about England-Hawaii-
California-and more! This is your last 
chance for the Fall '87 exchange 
program. Do it! You won't regret it! The 
meeting is Wed., Feb. 25. 8 p.m., in 
Norsworthy Lounge. 

CAMPUS LIFE 

The Campus Life Board meeting 
schedule for the Spring semester. Feb. 
25; March 11 and 25; April 8 and 22; May 
6 and 13. All meetings are held 1:40-3 
p.m. in the Campus Life Conference 
Room, second floor Student Center. All 
members please be present. Meetings 
are open to the public. 

TSC SPORTS 
.Wed., Feb. 25, 7 p.m., Packer Hall Gymnastics Room 

Women's Gymnastics vs. Penn 

Wed., Feb. 25 
Women's Basketball- NJAC Playoffs 

First round at Montclair or Kean 
Time and ticket prices, ext. 2230 

Thurs.. Feb. 26 
Men's Basketball- NJAC Playoffs 

First round at Stockton or Jersey City 
Time and ticket prices, ext. 2230 

Fri., Feb. 27 
Women's Basketball- NJAC Championship Game 

Call ext. 2230 for more information 

Sat., Feb. 28 
Men's Basketball- NJAC Championship Game 

Call ext. 2230 for more information 
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The (Official) Limited Tour of the 
if a disc-jockey is not playing that night 
For someone interested in playing darts. 
Pekarski's might fall short. But for 
someone interested in playing table 
soccer, the Pub is the closest, if not the 
only, option. Pekarki'swas rated a good 
bar to catch a game of table soccer 

Billy's Irish Pub 

Continuing southbound on Olden 

The point 

of it all 
BY CHRIS TOPHER WALINSKI 

With the exception of pool, few leisure 
games have as many variations fan 
under one broad title as darts. 

The main difference between pool and 
darts is pool tables are for the most part 
identical. Although the size of the tables 
vary, the basic set-up is the same for 
each. In darts, the type of board b eing 
played on dictates the style of play 

The two distinct board syles are the 
English and the American boards. The 
American has the outer-most ring worth 
three, the next ring worth two, and the 
next ring worth one. On the English 
board, the three point ring cuts across 
the center of the one point ring, and the 
two point ring is alone at the farthes' 
from the middle of the board. 

At the direct center of both**"11 

types are two circles with the saw 
function and value, but with diffe red 
names. On an English board, the player 
shoots for cork, and on an American 
board, the playersbootsaf thebu seye 

The placement of the three and w 
point rings on the American boarc en 
to entice the player to shoot at the oute 
rings as if they were one ring^and expec. 
to score at least two points The cng 1 

board draws the player's focus to be 
thin three point ring, and eliminates 
option of missing and still scorrng '9 

It is for this reason that many o 
player's that are confident in 
abilities give the border aroun _ 
playing surface a negative value 
deterent helps keep the outer ri 9 
shooters honest. , 

Beyond the targeted area o 
dartboard, the choice of game 
reflects the abilities of the players 

"Baseball" is a game that has a qu 
end, where at the end of nine ,urn 

each player, a winner is easily deci 
It is mostly played in situations w 

time is a factor. If people are wai i 9 
play, the players that control the 
are forced into playing basebai 
not to tie up the board for an exte'" < 
period of time. Likewise, ifa gr°uP P " 
poorly, the time they will spend 
board can be excessive So again. 
courtesy, the group will play the st 
limited baseball. th#i 

If the people playing are good 
may opt for "Around the World *^ 
the speed of the game is determine 
ability. 3: 

The player continues shootm. -
consecutivly increasing numbers ^ 
missing If the person is very 9°^tc 

"run" of the board (going from o ^ 
twenty without missing) could en .t 
game on one turn. And if the 9arr® ~0 
won in one turn, a close scorecou 
keep the playing time down. an(j 

People playing on a board inid 
should avoid ' Around the World • ^ 
they have the ability to win quic y _ 
few things are as upsetting to a 

mued or. P*S* ™ 

_  ,  t i e -  •  r  t  S i g n a l  P h o t o !  C h r i s t o p h e r  W a l i n s k i  
U allagher s on Lay lor Street is on one of the many establishments in Trenton that offer its patrons a relaxing area to 

play darts. Here, Gallagher's, two English dart boards wait for the next player, and patrons could bring their own darts. 

BY CHRI STOPHER WALINSKI 

In The Beginning 

The value of time at Trenton State 
College has changed over the last few 
years. Fewer students have the chance 
to get out to the leisure stops of old, and 
many of these places have fallen from 
being popular gathering spots to being 
unvisited and forgotten. 

It seemed a shame, with the increased 
workload of school, that when the 
students do have a chance to take a rare 
break from studying they are often 
not aware of the existence of many of 
Trenton's cultural palaces. 

It was for this reason that a qualified 
team of specialists, (myself, John 
"Bruce Willis" Gallagher, Kevin "Clean 
Cut" Cowan, and Al "I Must Be Leaving" 
Pulsanelli) went on the tour of the 
homes of former glory. The team wanted 
to see which of the places could still 
offer a recreation-minded person a quiet 
game of darts, table soccer, or 
shufflebowl. 

The Student Center 

The Student Center at Trenton State 
College was the best known location in 
the tour, but it was not the most relaxing. 

The table soccer games were out-of-
order and the gaming area was filled 
with young kids and a lot of noise. Pool 
tables were abundant, but were not one 
of the featured items on the tour. So after 
a quick stop at the Rathskellar, and a 
quick fill up by Bob "the bartender" 
Dever, the team climbed aboard the tour 
bus and headed out to find the resting 
homes of Trenton. 

Slocum's Bowl-a-drome 

Slocum's Bowl-a-drome, located west 
of Trenton State College on Route 31, 

was the first official stop on the tour. 
The bar was small, as many of the bars 

of Trenton are, and was equipped with 
an American dartboard (see article on 
darts below) which was available for use 
by the patrons during the afternoon 
hours. (For people taking this tour, 
please remember to bring a personal 
dart set.) 

The dart-playing area was set up 
along the front wall of the bar, and was 
open for playing only in the afternoon 
due to limited space to sit at the bar, but 
for a quick game between classes the 
location was fine. Slocum's was rated a 
good place to go for small groups that 
do not want to travel. 

McQuinn's Tavern 

Proceeding west on Route 31, south 
on Olden, and east on Alternate Route 1, 
the tour next arrived at McQuinn's 
Tavern. 

McQuinn's was a much largerbarthan 
Slocum's and had two English 
dartboards (see darts article below) a 
shufflebowl machine, and tables for 
touring groups of people. The bar was 
bright and cheerfully decorated for a 
playful atmosphere and was still 
relatively close to the school. 

The dart-playing area was set up in 
two different locations in a large room 
behind the bar-room. The dartboards 
were well lit and set away from each 
other so that a large group of people 
could participate in a game without 
feeling cramped in the playing area. 

The shuffle bowl was against the right 
wall in the barroom, which is a handicap 
to right-handed players that are 
accustomed to having room to lean to 
the right. The game was also an older 
model, but the surface was in decent 
shape and should not be a problem to a 
player. McQuinn's was rated a good bar 
to spend time at with a larger group of 
people. 

Mundy's Tavern 

Leaving McQuinn's and traveling west 
on Alternate Route 1, the tour group 
went 180 degrees around the Brunswick 
Circle and continued down Brunswick 
Avenue until reaching Mundy's Tavern. 

The bar was medium in size and softly 
lit, to give the room a homey 
atmosphere. In the fctpek half of the bar 
was a modern shufflebowl table with 
adequate playing area. 

The machine was against the wall but 
with a left side hindrance, which does 
not pose a problem to right handed 
shooter. The table was rated excellent 
by the group because of the remarkable 
speed of the surface. 

The low key atmosphere of the bar 
was good for small groups and the 
seating was adaquate. The best time to 
get a game in seemed to be the 
afternoon, before the small bar became 
too crowded. Mundy's was rated above 
average, with special mention fora good 
afternoon stop close to school. 

Pekarski's Pub 

Heading west to Olden and then 
proceeding south, the tour reached 
Pekarski's Pub. 

The bar was housed in a large, dimly-
lit room which gave the impression of 
being empty, even with twenty people in 
it. The bar was only open at night and 
had the only working table soccer game 
found on the tour. 

The game had its own overhead lights 
so the playing area was well lit. and was 
away from the bar so the players were 
not crowded. The game was new and in 
good condition, and was one of the 
better machines available to play table 
soccer on. (See table soccer article 
below) 

The bar also had two English 
dartboards against the back wall, but 
these boards were only available for use 
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Leisure Houses in the Trenton Area 
Avenue, the next official stop on the tour 
was Billy's Irish Pub. 

The Irish Pub was one of the big 
winners on the tour, with a well lit and 
sufficiently open playing area for darts, 
a shuffle bowl machine without side 
hinderence and a shuffleboard table. 

The dart area consisted of two English 
dartboards with spotlights above and 
plenty of room to have two games 
played simultaneously. One shooting 
mark was a block of wood, forthose who 
have a foo t that tends to creep over the 
line. Even the scoreboards, which had 
the flash of fluorescence, added 

positively to the atmosphere of the area. 
The shufflebowl game was old, but as 

previously mentioned, free of obstacles 
for an open feeling when shooting. But 
the big suprise was the shuffleboard 
table. 

The table, which was about 10-12 feet 
in length, was the only one of its kind 
found on the tour. And although the tour 
did not get to play a game of 
shuffleboard, (the disks were not out at 
the time the group visited the bar) the 
prospect of playing in the near future 
scored the Irish Pub afew bonus points. 

Billv's was rated a toD-notcf 

entertainment house. 

Smitty's Kicks 

The tour continued south on Olden 
and then headed east on Greenwood 
until reaching Smitty's Kicks, the next 
official stop on the tour. 

Smitty's had two American dartboards 
and a constant flow of players of all skill 
levels competeing in a relaxed 
atmosphere. The dart-playing area was 
located in a separate room from the bar, 
with the dartboards being on different 
walls (much like McQuinn's.) Smitty's 

Signal Photo/Christopher Walinski 

Jules Tavern, whose shufflebowl table is pictured here, was rated an excellent and informal spot for a cold drink and 
a relaxing game of bowl. Located on the corner of Anderson and Cummings Avenues, it is es pecially geared for 
students on a low-budget. 

Shufflebowl: A fist full of quarters 
BY CHRISTOPHER WALINSKI 

One of the most common leisure 
games in a drinking establishment is the 
shufflebowl. And despite its novel 
appearance, the shufflebowl table is the 
arena for some of the best of all bar 
competitions. 

The regulation version is for quiet 
crowd to play, because it has no flair. In 
fact, the regulation game is often looked 
down upon by the player's on the next 
step of the bowling ladder; the flash 
players. 

The flash version requires the player 
to both shoot as well as the regulation 
player and to time the delivery of the 
shot with the flashing (hence the name) 
lights moving in sequence across the 
top of the alley. After the first shot, the 
flashing lights are frozen and the player 
is allowed to give full concentration to 
trying to pick up the spare. And, just as 
the flash player looks down on the 
regulation player for the limited 
challenge, it is here that the dual flash 
player splits from the flash player. 

In the dual flash version the lights 
never stop, so the player has to match 
the lights even when trying for the most 
difficult spare. (And any player who has 
tried for the brutal two-ten split for a 550 
flash can vouch for the stress that goes 
with it.) 

Regardless of the game favored by the 
player, the best game to practice on is 
Strike 90. This game gives the the player 
an extra frame for each strike made. 

Pulling away from the type of games 
for a moment, the players of each 
version and skill level share many of the 
same problems. Regardless of ability, 
the table's condition and placement are 
the main determiners for a high or low 
score. 

If a table is old and the surface has 
been dulled, the puck will slide slower 
and will many times drift off course. This 
is especially a problem for the flash and 
dual flash players. 

If the rubber on the walls of the alleys 
is coming off, the bank shots will also be 
thrown off in both speed and direction. 
This is a major problem for players who 
do not strike often and rely on the ability 
to pick up the spare. 

Sometimes the condition of the puck 
is also below par. If that is the problem, 
then the players can do little to insure a 
high score. 

The placement of the machine also 
greatly affects the score of the players. A 
table placed with a wall against its left 
side will interfere with the play fo a left 
handed player. For the body of the 
player is forced to move off the most 
comfirtable spot for any shot breaking 
from the left, and the player's peripheral 

vision gives the player a crowded feeling 
alongside the shooting lane. (This is 
gives the player the same feeling as 
someone standing uncomfortably 
close.) For the right-handed player, a 
hindrance on the right side offers the 
same feelings. 

Also, if a machine's shooting area is in 
a well traveled area, concentration of the 
shooter can be disrupted, pulling the 
score down even lower. Luckily for the 
player's, most establishments keep 
these problems in mind when setting the 
shufflebowl playing areas up. 

Aside from the position and condition 
of the shufflebowl machine, the main 
problem with most players is the shot 
choice. Not necessarily the first choice, 
because picking up strikes is an art, but 
the second choice; the attempt to pick 
up the spare. 

(Jn the discusion of the pins in a 
shufflebowl game, numbers are given, 
starting with the front pin and counting 
up as the lines go back. The numbers are 
increased within the line from left to 
right, with the pin in the far right corner 
being the ten pin.) 

Most players leave either the seven or 
the ten pin. The pick-up of this spare is 
very easy, but often the player is 
careless and allows the puck to hit the 
rail before reaching the pin. The result of 
this carelessness is the ouck bouncing 

continued on page 17 

seemed more informal though, and the 
dart-playing area seemed less 
inhibiting. (That is, people of all skill 
levels seemed at ease playing at 
Smitty's, and people seemed more at 
ease to play at any time; night or day.) 

The dart-playing areas were well lit, 
and tables were close enough to put a 
glass down on without being so close 
that they cramped the section. The 
boards seemed to be replaced often, for 
even with the high volume of play the 
wooden boards were in good shape. 

Just outside the two playing areas was 
the shufflebowl machine. It was old and 
a little slow, but the open sides made up 
for the less-efficient playing surface. 

Smitty's Kicks earned a high rating for 
the dart-playing and an average rating 
for the shufflebowl, giving it an above 
average total. 

continued on page 20 

Fooseball 
in five basic 
steps 

BY CHRISTOPHER WALINSKI 

For someone who has not caught the 
fever of incescent play, a game of table 
soccer is a source of little enjoyment. 

The beginner's wrists are not used to 
the tourque needed to hit the ball with a 
respected amount of power and the 
game moves slowly at the under
developed speedy After a couple games 
the arms will start to hurt and the player 
will break a sweat. And, if the player is up 
against an opponent who is a regular 
player, the beginner will not just lose, 
but will be. humiliated. So why would 
anyone play? 

Table soccer, or fooseball as it is also 
known, is an addictive game. New 
players are beaten by regulars in such a 
bad way that pride forces a rematch. The 
game is easy to play, there is no 
computer involved so the only skill 
involved is that of the other player, and 
the idea that one could suffer a brutal 
loss in a game that looks so easy is a 
blow to many people's egos. 

A situation that compounds the 
zealous attitude aquired by a new 
player is doubles competition. For in 
doubles, because no one person is 
making all the mistakes, the players are 
lulled into a false sense that their playing 
has improved. This small incentive 
pushes the players to continue to abuse 
their arms in the hope that they can 
perfect the basic moves of the 
accomplished fooseballer; the slam, the 
stuff, the bank, the foward pass, and the 
in-line pass. These five maneuvers are 
what fooseball is all about. 

The Slam: The slam is the basic 
scoring shot of the fooseball player. In a 
technical sense, it is simply a fast and 
powerful shot brought about by a hard 
turn of the handle. (It is important to 
remember that spinning the fooseball 
men is not legal.) But after the quick shot 
is fired, a true slam will clang against the 
back of the goal. It is for this sound that 
fooseball goals are either made of metal 
or have a bell in the back. 

The wrist is put in a lot of pain when 
the new player is trying to perfect the 
technique for the slam. Many new 
players find that an ice bath for the 
wrists is necessary after a good night of 
playing. But even with the pain, players 
would rather suffer and slam than relax 
and roll. 

The roll is the result of a weak shot, 
and it is considered a disgrace to accept 
a score on a roll. 

continued on page 18 
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Shuffilebaud 
continued from page 17 

into the middle of the playing field and 
the player leaving the frame open (i.e. 
achieving neither a strike nor a spare). 

The second group of pins most often 
left standing are the combinations of 
either two and four, or three and six. The 
most effective way to attempt this pick
up is to to aim the puck through the 
centers of both pins.Many players, 
though, tend to opt for a straight shot 
through the front pin. This is also a high 
percentage shot, but only about 
seventy-five percent, as opposed to a 
ninety percent effective diagonal shot. 

OG O,® 
OO/O 
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The Two-Ten Split 

The two-ten split is probably the 
most difficult shot in the game. On 
a non-hindered table, the player 
should stand to the right side of 
the table and bank the shot. If 
hindered on the right, stand to left 
and slide the bank with a side-arm 
style throw. (Then quickly grab the 
puck so the next shot is not 
interfered with.) 

The bread basket, or an attempt at the 
three-five-six-nine combination is 
practicaly impossible, but on occasion 
the machine will give up the spare. No 
shot is high percentage for the bread 
basket, and in the situation of having to 
shoot for it, the player usually resorts to 
prayer. 

The prodigal son, or the attempt for 
the two-four-ten pick-up, is also almost 
impossible. (For the two-ten pick-up, 
see diagram) For the prodigal son is a 
two-ten split with a leftover pin that in no 
way fits into the path the puck has to 
travel for the two-ten spare. (In fact. 

I I 
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The Seven-Ten Split 

The seven-ten split can be 
picked up by riding the rail on 
either side. It is important to 
remember though, that with each 
split, the pin the player needs to hit 
to register the spare alternates. 
(That is. if the spare is registered 
on the seven on the first split, the 
next player to get the split must try 
for the ten.) 

many of the regular players consulted 
for this article have stated that no set 
stratagy has been found for the son.) 

Other forced attempts for the spare 
are due to machine malfunctions, and 
for the most part a person playing 
shufflebowl will only see set-ups 
described in this section. (See the 
diagrams for picking up the difficult, but 
possible shots.) 

•For players just starting out in the 
game, team competition is the best way 
to play. In this situation, because the 
shots are all similar, a player can easily 
observe the techniques of a more 

0 010 0 
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The Doughnut 

Sometimes the puck travels 
right down the center and only 
knocks down the five pin. If this 
happens, the next shot must follow 
the same path and re-hit only the 
five in order to register a spare. 
(Although there will not be a pin to 
shoot at, the path is blaringly 
open, and should be easy to 
recognize.) 

experienced player to see what aspetis 
of the new player's own game could use 
fine tuning. 

Things to look for are position of the 
feet (is standing closer better than 
standing farther away?), distribution of 
a player's weight (is leaning on the table 
better than holding all the weight in the 
air?), and speed (is a quick slide more 
productive than a soft slide?). 

Most importantly, as in most mot or 
skill games, the basic style needed to 
perform well should be adjusted to the 
feelings of the player; if it doesn't fe el 
right, there's a good chance it's not 

0 0jOO 
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The Half-Field 

The half-board is one of the 
easiest spares to pick-up. 
player need only slide the sh 
directly down the center of t 
game, and as most games have 
this lane outlined, the shooter 
even has a guide. (If the shottiso 
a l ittle, the advantage would be to 
be off-center on the side o tne 
pins. If not, the corner will be lost) 

Fooseball 
continued from page 17 

When the pain goes away and the 
wrists are stronger, the fooseballer finds 
great pleasure in slamming goals, 
especially from the defensive 
line/goalie. It is when a person can slam 
from the back line that the stuff becomes 
essential. 

The Stuff: The stuff is the blocking of a 
slam, and the harder the attempted shot 
the better the stuff. 

Because of the power needed to slam 
from the back line, a stuff on the back 
line attempt often results in the ball 
flying back in the direction of the 
opponent's goal. This in turn often 
results in a goal being scored off the 
block. (The stuff is regarded as a 
humiliating score against the person 
who tried to slam.) 

If the defensive player is good 
enough, the offensive player can be 
stuffed repeatedly, thus opening up 

many opportunities for a stuffed goal, if 
this is the case, the offensive player must 
develop a bank shot. 

The Bank: Because a good slam 
travels faster than the defensive player 
can react, defensive players must set up 
stuffs based on where the offensive 
player will probably try to slam. Once 
the defense is set for a slam, a bank shot 
by the offense will be nearly impossible 
to block. Luckily for the defense, the 
bank is the hardest shot to make in the 
game. 

Unluckily for the offense, without a 
good bank shot the entire offense could 
be shut down by a good stuffer. This is 
when a good passing game can be 
critical. 

The Forward Pass: Players often are 
better with one line of men than another. 
Someone who specializes in front-line 
scoring may be less effective scoring 

from the back line. If this is the case, the 
player must pass the ball up to his front 
line. Here the pass is better than the slam 
because the slow roll often gets by the 
defense when the rocket-shot will not. 

Then, once the ball has made it up to 
the player's strong line, the offense can 
use the in-line passing game to avoid a 
stuff. 

The In-Line Pass: The in-line pass is 
simply moving the ball from man to man 
on the same line. By. doing this, the 
offensive player can try to catch a gap in 
the defensive line through which to 
slam. The in-line pass is difficult for the 
offensive lines but can prove quite 
effective within the defensive lines, as 
they are positioned together and the risk 
of losing the ball is minimized. 

If a player is in-line passing with the 
defensive line and loses control, the 
drawback is that the ball is then offered 
up to the opponent's offensive front line 

If this should happen the defensive line 
must adapt from the offensive thi ^ _ 
of moving the ball, to the defe 
concentration of blocking a P°' 
blank shot. ^ 

Helpful Hints: Even if a player Has ^ 
mastered the five basic moves 
fooseball game, all hope is not los. " 
development of the wrist and for 
are essential to a good game, ana1 

only comes with practice. Until tne • 
new player must simply remember ,c 

Concentrate—Talking doesnt 
the game. 

Think Ahead—Know the sho 
opponent will take. ,. 

Hold the Goalie—Never let tne 
man go. 

Watch the Ball-Players often * 
men to distract opponents. 

And Remember—it's only a S 
Sometimes it's better to walk away 
the table on a bad night. 
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Qorts 
continued from page 16 

player as having a prolonged wait to use 
the board due to the inability of a poor 
player to end a game. 

A third game, used to weed out 
players of less ability, is "Strikes". In this 
game, the first player must score at least 
twenty-one points, counting triple and 
double scores. The second player must 
top the first player's score, but by no 
more than twenty. If the players 
succeed, the score to beat continues to 
grow. If the player does not score in the 
determined range, he recieves a strike. 

The trick of "Strikes" though, is that if 
a dart is off the playing surface, or in the 
cork/bullseye, a strike is also awarded. 
And when players accumulate three 
strikes, they are out of the game. 

Last on this small list of dart games is 
"Cricket". Cricket is played by players of 
high ability who are not being rushed to 
finish their game. 

To score in a zone (Cork/Bullseye, 20, 
19,18,17,16, and 15) a player must open 
that zone (score three points in it before 
the opponent does). After it is open the 
player scores point value, with doubles 
and triples counting, until the other 
player closes the zone (scores three 
points in it). 

Cricket is one of the most relaxing of 
the dart variations, but it is not a fast 
game. For people who do not play well it 
can drag on past the point of enjoyment. 
It is the kind of game a player wants to be 
able to play. 

Variations of these games often 
include the called option of "pulling" a 
dart if in a double or triple. This means 
that in the event that a double or triple is 
bit, the score is given to the player and 

Signal Photo/Christopher Walinski 
Halfway through the official tour and facing financial ruin, the band of merry travelers needed to break out the 

auxilary funds. While at Jules Tavern, the tour dumped the contents of John "Bruce Willis" Gallagher's funds reservoir. 

the player gets to re-throw the dart to 
increase the score even more _ 

Pulling, when allowed, is called by 
players who live off the doubles and 
triples, thus insuring victory. Usually 
pulling is voted out of a game though, so 
that the game is determined by an equal 
number of throws. 

With any game, the board strongly 
influences the players' stratagies. For 
example, in Strikes, the awarding of a 
strike for being off the playing surface 
may inhibit a player on an American 
dartboard from trying for a triple. And in 
Cricket, the player on the American 
board may only try for the triple. 

Despite which kind of board, or which 
game played, darts remain one of, if not 
the, most popular (as can be seen by the 
number of "Dart bars")leisure games. 
And though the American fans and the 
British fans may not agree on the board, 
they will always agree on darts. 

* * * 

! 

Basic dart board styles 
English American 

2 ^̂ 7 C—-— 

W \ - / 
w V7 

f cork bull W 

The difference in the value placing on an English and American dart boards 
tends to have players on an American board aiming for the outside edge, while 
the English player aims for the middle of the section. 

Spring Break 
in 

FLORIDA 
Have you always wanted to see the world-famous 
EPCOT CENTER in Orlando and the hot tropical 
beauty of the FLORIDA KEYS? 

Well, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE! 

The OUTING CLUB will be exploring these places 
during Spring Break. Join us for Scuba Diving, a trip 
into the future at EPCOT, sailing in the Caribbean, and 
much more! Return to Trenton State with a week of 
FUN and SUN behind you! 

HURRY! Space is limited! 
Come and Join Us! 

Everyone is welcome! 

Meetings are Wednesdays, 8 p.m., in Student Center 
212. Or leave a message in our mailbox in the Campus 
Life area on the second floor of the Student Center. 
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The Limited Tour Continues 
continued from page 17 

Jule's Tavern 

The tour bus traveled back to Olden 
and resumed the southern heading until 
reaching Hamilton Avenue. Turning 
west on Hamilton we continued until 
reaching Anderson (the road with Roma 
Savings on the corner) and headed 
south-west to Cummings. On the corner 
of Anderson and Cummings we visited 
the next official stop on the tour, Jule's 
Tavern. 

Jule s was a small bar that was brightly 
lit, with a comfortable atmosphere and a 
modern shufflebowl game. The table 
was set against the far wall with a 
hinderence to the right handed players, 
but had a good surface and was in 
excellent working condition. The disk 
used in the game had been recently 
replaced, and the lights on the flash 
mode traveled at a good speed. (See 
shufflebowl article ) 

The table tied with Mundy's Tavern's 
table as being best on the tour, but 
should be moved back to it's old location 
where the hinderence was for the left 
handed shooters, or set in the old spot 
but placed a little bit off the wall to 
eliminate all hinderence. 

(As with any team of specialists, our 
group took the task of rating the 
establishments seriously, and in doing 
so brought with us a backup financial 
source for when our money was running 
low. It was at Jule's Tavern that the 
auxiliary funds were broken into, and 
after opening the Tootsie Roll Bank the 
tour prepared to continue. Unfortunatly, 
due to the fatique that accompanied the 
hectic touring schedule, our most 
zealous member, Al Pulsenelli, retired to 
the back of the tour bus where he rested 
while the remainder of the team pressed 
on.) 

After a for\,d farewell to Gladys the 
bartender, Jules was rated excellent for 
an informal stop to play shufflebowl. 

Player's Pub 

The tour continued west on 
Cummings until it reached Chestnut 
Avenue and the next stop, the Player's 
Pub. 

The bar was above average in size, 
and was well lit. In the front of the bar 
was a non-hindered shuffelbowl table. 
In the back of the room was an English 
dartboard which was well lit and 
sufficiently separated for play, and 
adding to the informal and friendly 
atmosphere of the playing area was a 
wide screen television at the end of the 
room. 

The shufflebowl was a little old, but 
had the novelty of imitation beer bottles 
for pins. The surface was adaquate for a 
good game, and the separation of the 
game from the rest of the bar ensured 
that the play would not be crowded. 

The dart area was available for play, 
and was lit for an informal game. The 
serious dart player might rather play at a 
leisure house with a colder air to it. but 
for its relaxing qualities, the Player's Pub 
scored high. 

John the bartender introduced 
himself to the tour, as did George King, 
the owner. The unexpected welcome 
from the management seemed to follow 
nicely with the friendly atmosphere of 
the establishment, and the Player's Pub 
earned the top rating for a bar to relax in. 

The Next Neon Light We Sign 

The tour traveled to numerous other 
houses in the area, but the leisure games 
we were looking for were not to be 
found. At John Gallagher's request we 
stopped at "the next neon light we sign", 
but the search was proving fruitless. We 
abandoned the tour in that zone and 
proceeded to a new district. 

The Limited Tour 
of the Leisure 

Houses in the 

Trenton Area 

4- Sloe urn's 

Billy's • 
Hamilton Ave 

• T.S.C. 

~~1 McQ 

Brunswick Ave f \ ^ 

* Mundy's k J A RM 

McQuinn'i 

4 

• Pekarski's 

Greenwood Ave 

• Smitty's 

Anderson Ave 

Cummings Ave 

* • Jule's 
Player's 

Laylor St 

• Gallagher's it Jerry's • Nate's 

Gallagher's 

The group returned to Route 31 and 
headed west until it reached Parkside 
Avenue. There the team headed north 
and followed the road as it bended west. 
Parkside was followed until it ran into 
Route 29 where" the bus headed south. 
Route 29 emptied into east-bound 
Laylor Street which the tour group 
followed until it reached Gallagher's. 

Gallagher's was a medium size bar 
with low lighting. The atmosphere was 
quiet compared to many of the bars the 
tour had already seen. For a serious dart 
player the setting would be above 
average. 

Gallagher's separated its dart room 
frorr its shufflebowl room, and the two 
English dartboards were set nicely 
under two spot lights and were in a 
sufficiently open area, much like at 
Billy's Irish Pub. The lights in the 
majority of the bar were turned low, so 
that maximum concentration could be 
achieved, and the shufflebowl game was 
on the other side of the wall that the 
darts were on, so the distraction of that 
game is eliminated. 

(The bar was friendly enough, and the 
bartender Frankie was right on top of 
things The feeling in the bar was just 
more for small groups. A feeling of 
separation was in the air.) 

The shufflebowl game was an older 
model with a right side hinderence. and 
the surface didn't seem that fast, but the 
area was open and a crowd of people 

playing wouldn't be interfered with. 
Gallagher's was voted both an above 

average darts bar. and a top bar for a 
group to go that didn't want to be 
crowded. 

Jerry's Saloon 

The tour continued east on Laylor 
until it reached Jerry's Saloon. 

Jerry's was a games bar, and the 
group knew it as soon as it walked 
through the door. Two well lit English 
dartboards, a shufflebowl game, and 
other games were placed throughout 
the room. The lights were on but not 
blaring, and when the group entered the 
hockey game was on. And on an 
uncrowded wall were the dartboards. 

The dartboards were set up much like 
the boards in the other bars, with ample 
room and lighting.and the older model 
shufflebowl was close to the door and 
unhindered. The bar had plenty of room 
for people and was rated a good 
entertainment house. 

(As the tour was leaving Jerry's. Clean 
Cut fell victim to fatique and became too 
tired to lift his feet up as high as they 
should have been. He tripped over a 
small rock and fell in the parking lot. As it 
was getting late, and we had already 
spent most of our expense account, the 
tour group voted to end the tou r after the 
next bar.) 

Nate's Pub 

The tour continued east on Laylor 

until it reached its last official stop. 

The bar had an American dartboard. a 
modern shufflebowl machine, ana 
friendly air. The owner. Bob Golemecsr 
took the time to tell the tour about me 
days when he attended Trenton b 
College and the tour shot its last game c 
darts for the evening. 

The dart board was off to theeast 
of the bar, and although it was notto r 
separated from the bar area, it was n 
anyone's way, and the gaming area 
not feel cramped. The area was li t 
and the board was in excellent sn p* 
The darts were provided, and were a 
in very good condition. h 

The shufflebowl machine was on me 
west wall of the bar. without hinderence 
The surface was fast, and there was 
ample room to play for those wishms 
do so. 

The tour rated Nate's an 
average bar to hang out in. 

above 

The Big Wrap-Up 

The leisure spots covered here are - ' 
no way a comprehensive list' -
Unfortunatly, the tour members co^-
neither afford, nor handle any m 
stops. For the reader's information 
did wake up when the tour arrived a-
house. Clean Cut did learn to * 1 

correctly, and Bruce Willis Gallaghe 
get a hold of the English language 
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And you're still smoking? 
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services 

Classifications 
1- Special Notices 
2- l ost and Found 
10- Wanted to Rent 
12- Rentals 
20- Employment Services 
21- Employment Opportunities 
30- Instructions 
40- Services 
65- A rticles for Sale 
70- Vehicles for Sale 

Classified Rates 
Off-Campus advertisers will be rated as follows: 
18C pe r word (10 word minimum)- 1 or 2 
insertions 
15C per word (10 word minimum)- 3-5 
insertions 
12C per word (10 word minimum)- 6 or more 
insertions 

On-Campus advertisers will be rated as follows 
IOC per w ord (10 word minimum) 
'Rates are per insertion 
All ads must be paid In advance. 
Found ads will be published FREE for 1 timeasa 
service to the campus community 
The Signal classified staff reserves the right to 
edit or refuse any advertisement which it deems 
unsuitable for publication 

Deadlines 
The deadline for both classified display and in-
column is the Friday prior to publication at 12 
noon Ads submitted after this will not be 
guaranteed publication in the following issue 

18 TO 40 YEARS OF AGE 

Yiu're bright enough to master 
Cobol and Fortran. 

PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH TESTING PROGRAMS 
of E.R. SQUIBB & SONS, INC. 

TO PARTICIPATE or FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, 
PLEASE CONTACT THE 

CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY UNIT 
PRINCETON, N.J. 

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's professional Motion Picture film for use 
in your 35mm camera. Now you can use the same film—with the same 
microfine grain and rich color saturation—Hollywood's top studios demand. Its 
wide exposure latitude is perfect for everyday shots. You can capture special 
effects, too. Shoot it in bright or low light—at up to 1200 ASA. What's more, it's 
economical. And remember, Seattle FilmWorks lets you choose prints or slides, 
or both, from the same roll. Try this remarkable film today! 

Call: E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, INC. Collect: (609)921-5000 

jFREE Introductory Offer 
• RUSH me two 20-exposure 
rolls of Kodak MP film for my 
35mm camera. I'd like 2-roll 

I starter pack including Eastman 
5247® and 5294.® Enclosed is $2 
| for postage and handling. 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 

I 
—I 

I CITY STATE 7IP 

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 
500 Third Ave. W., P.O. Box 34056 
Seattle, WA 98124 

Seattle FilmWorks 

2493 
CODE 
os EC ^Ko,|.,k. 5247 and 5N4 arc trademark*Eastman Kodak l o S eattle FilmWorks ,* wholls s eparate from the m in.,f u ture. IW-ss E( S II Jj 

Otiose* • •/.>»© i:n>j t r.fcva »•.>*>, v" > » • -

1 Special Notices 

ADOPTION- Family seeks to adopt baby Will pay 
expenses Call collect Marianne 301-465-1066 

21 Employment Opportunities 

PART-TIME- Earn extra income cleaning private 
homes in Mercer and/or Lower Bucks areas. Must 
own car and be reliable. Flexible daytime hours 
Good earnings (609)394-0089 

F.ARN $480 WEEKLY- $60 per hundred envelopes 
stuffed Guaranteed Homeworkers needed for 
company project stuffing envelopes and 
assembling materials Send stamped self-
addressed envelope to JBK Mailcompany. P.O. Box 
25-89 Castaic. CA 91310 

Must be in good health. 

Usually involves in-house overnight stays. 

Year-round programs of various durations. 

Programs essential for FDA new drug approval. 

Travel expenses reimbursed for pre-study physical exam. 

21 Employment Opportunities 21 Employment Opportunities 

GOOD FEES AVAILABLE! 
FOR 

MALE VOLUNTEERS 

35mm 
©star 
Prints and Slides from the same roll 

SPORTS COACH- For summer day camp. 
Englishtown area. 201-446-4100 

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS Contemporary 
girl's resident camp seeks quality staff who enjoy 
children and the outdoors Intense Rewarding Call 
201-232-3236 

I Special Notices 

SPRING BRLAK '87 on the Florida beaches LAST 
CHANCE' Miami Beach/Fort Lauderdale. Daytona 
Beach. Fort Walton Beach From $87 for the week' 
Hurry' Call Sunchase Tours toll-free hotline. 1-800-
321-5911 for last minute information and 
reservations TODAY 

SUMMER DAY CAMP- Group leaders for eight 
weeks Englishtown area 201-446-4100 

MUSIC SPECIALIST- For summer day camp. Good 
salary. Must play guitar. Englishtown area. 201-446-

'4100. 

Go to bat 
against 

Birth 
Defects 

(JpMc 
Support the 

March of Dimes 
BIRTH D EFECTS FOUNDATION! 

THIS SPACE CONTRlBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 

day camp LIFEGUARDS- For summer 
Englishtown area. 201-446-4100. 
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21 Employment Opportunities 21 Employment Opportunities 21 Employment Opportunities 21 Employment Opportunities 

PASTE—UP- Graphic design student wanted part-
time (flexible hours) for small design company 
specializing in brochures and manuals Experience 
preferred Within walking distance of TSC Call 895-
1027 between 9-11 a m only. 

NEW YEAR S RESOLUTION- Let 1987 be your 
year of decision. Make the decision to earn what 
your worth Create your own financial security For 
appointment, call 609-771-6147 

Camp Counselors - C amp Kweebet 
Private resident coed Pa camp interviewing 
for general bunk counselors-specialists: pool 
director laketront. ecology tishing. go-carts 
rillery. archery General sports camp Contact 
Richie Kane-(609) 883-3975 CO-OP CREDITS 
AVAILABLE 

We are HERBAL1FE INDE
PENDENT DISTRIBUTORS. 
Call us for products or career 
opportunities. Tim and Barbara 
Alamsha. 609-799-7141. 

SEARS 
300 QUAKERBR1DGE MALL 

FART TIME 
DAYTIME 

Must be available weekends and holidavs 
SALES 
STOCK 

Apply Mon.-Fri., 10-3 p.m. 
2nd Floor Personnel Office 

EOE 

^7 

BIG BOY 

NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES 

ARE 
HATCHING 

IN 
LAWRENCEVILLE 

A" 

.. _ Break through to a rewarding new career 
with Bob s Big Boy. Our newest full-service family restaurant 

scheduled to open in Lawrenceville. is now acceptinq full and 
part-time applications for the following positions: 

• Cooks 
• Waiters/Waitresses 
• Utility Personnel 
• Breakfast/Salad Bar Attendants 
• Cashiers/Hosts/Hostesses 

As a highly successful division of Marriott Corporation. Bob s 
Big Boy can offer you— Excellent Income Potential... Job Secur
ity Second-To-None.. Advancement Potential to Management 

Apply In Person Only 
7 Days A Week 

8 am - 8 pm 
2991 Brunswick Pike 

(Lawrenceville) 
Trenton, NJ 

(At the site of the former Howard Johnson s) 

BIGBOY 
A Div ision Of 

Marriott 
Corporation 

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/llh/v 

STEWART'S ROOT BEER- Restaurant (Scotoh 
Road across from Curtis Bowling Alley, one mile 
from campus) Part-time positions available Good 
pay Apply in person 

COLOR ANALYSTS and Cosmetic Consultants 
Reps needed on and oft local college campuses 
Career possibilities in the beauty and fashion field 
For appointment, call 609-771-6147 

Teachers/Therapists 
r Challenging positions available tor motivated 
y individuals in a unique group home setting 
vserving autistic adults Full benefits, excellent 
'starting salary, and opportunity for 
f advancement. Training provided. Send resume 

EDEN A.C.R.E.S. 
1 Logan Drive 

Princeton, N<J 08540 
or 

Call Annette Cavallaro 
987-0099 

Hamilton Twp. School District 
has immediate openings for 

TEACHERS OF: 
ART 

TYPING 
GUIDANCE 

SCHOOL NURSE 
State of New Jersey Teaching Certificates 
are required for the above positions. 

If you are interested in being considered 
for any one of these positions, contact: 

HAMILTON TWP. SCHOOLS 
Personnel Department 

90 Park Ave. 
Hamilton Square. NJ 08690 

(609) 890-3717 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H 

Assistant 
Advertising 

Manager 
wanted for The Signal. Those 
interested in a career in 
advertising should consider this 
position. 

Applicant should be a sophomore 
or junior, preferably business 
communications, or ad design 
major, and have a car. 

The assistant will be traine d to 
take over the Advertising 
Manager's position for the 1 987-
88 school year. 

The position 
commission. 

is paid by 

Those interested should app/y in 
person in The Signal Bu siness 
Office, Student Center basement 
during regular business hours.Or 
call 609-771-2499 for appoint
ment. 

NURSING 
ASSISTANTS 

40 Services 

RESEARCH PARIS 
16£78 to choose from—all subjects 
Order Calalog Today with Vtta/MC or COO 

1KS1 800-351-0222 
•sl'lHillW in Calit. 12131477-8226 
Or. rush $2 00 to: Researc h Assisting 
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN . Los Angeles. CA90025 

Custom research also available-all lev# 

The Medical Center at Princeton invites you to become a 
valuable member ot our health care team We are now 
accepting applications for NURSE AIDES and 
ORDERLIES 

Full-time Part-time 
• Pool 

(Flexible weekend hours) 
Starting salary S6.30-S7.50 per hour 

We offer an excellent medical benefits package and j 
pleasant and supportive work environment 

For further information contact 
Nurse Recruiter (609) 734-4582/86 

The Medical Center 
at Princeton 

253 W.therspoon St Princeton N J 08540 
* " > Equal OppoMun.tv F mpi, 

Most tax refunds 
come on time... 
. . .  B u t  i f  i t ' s  b e e n  10 weeks 
since you filed your tax return 
and you still haven't received 
your refund check, find out 
about it. Call the special phone 
number in your tax forms 
package and the IRS Automated 
Refund Service can check the 
status of your return. 

A Pub* fcerWr* of tf» » 

-ma/Ir~*K 
Student Organization 
Advertising Guidelines 

DEADLINES 
Thursday, 12 noon, prior to publication 

1. This means that copy to be set by our staff must be submitted at this time , 
2. Space reservations can also be made at this time for camera-ready ads only. Thede 
for receipt of the camera-ready copy is Friday. 12 noon prior to publication 
Camera-ready copy requirements: Must be exact size it will appear It must have acce(^' 
artwork/type. NO sloppy or poorly designed ads will be accepted Must haveabsolu 
typesetting or artwork to be done 

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING ADS 
1 Submit all ads during regular Business Office hours. Mon.-Fri. 9-3 p.m. Anyadsc-* 
dropped off without signing an insertion order will not be run in the newspaper ^ 11 
2 A new insertion order must be signed (the old insertion orders are void) by an autre i 
representative of your organization. These are only available in 77?eS/pna/Business t ̂  
3. Copy can be submitted on any piece of paper However, unless otherwise spec* ^ 
layout is entirely up to our ad design staff. No credits or makegoods will be g|v€r 

disgressionary art used in the by our staff irC 
4 The following organizations should be especially conscious of the deadlines 
guidelines since they do the most advertising: 

College Union Board (CUB) 
Student Government Association (SGA) 

Student Finance Board (SFB) 
The Seal 

Utimme Umana/La Voz Oculta 
WTSR 

, A Intramurals „ forth 
5 Any ads which are received after the deadlines or deviate from any guidelines set 
will not be run without the ADVERTISING MANAGER'S APPROVAL Acceptance oy 
other individual does not constitute approval 



CLUTTER IS KING!! 
Christi 

To JB's & JPE's— 
Hang in there, someday we'll go to the 

school!!! 

How'd ya like that stop? And what 
about that $85 Movie? What a 
worthwhile trip . 

Mike (NRH 353), 
Cuddle with us OR... 

The Curious Bunch 

Rising Rep: 
My goal is to make you stick around 

for one week end. 
The Boss 

Gina, 
Happy Late Birthday!! Sorry I 

couldn't be there. I hope they didn't 
have to "pump your stomach" (hint, 
hint). You wild-woman you! 

—Wendy 

Popular Girl, 
Keep it right here! 

Love Always; Rebel Son 

To the 2 hot chicks in 261, 
Hope you are keeping up with the Rat 

Info. Hotline! 
—A f requent caller 

Remember chicks, that's Rat Info—555-
2601! 

*** 

Amy L. 
Mr. Pank (you know— as in Peter 

Pank) wants you. 
A.P. 
*** 

Shells, (NW3rd) 
I Can't wait to go back to St. Joe's! I'm 

really getting into ice hockey but I think 
you might prefer the POOLE... Tommy 
that is! 

your bud, Debs 

The Chicklets: 
Hey! Are we having some fun or what? 

I love you all. 
B. 
*** 

Beth. 
What do you use the Delete Key 

for??! 
Anita 
*** 

Rob 728 
I've been watching you, and I like 

what I see. I hope that hickey doesn't 
mean you're taken. I love the way your 
body moves wh en you dance. I bet you 
move as well horizontally, but for now I 
can only imagine. Hoping to catch your 
eye... 

Blue Eyes 

•Just a reminder, personals over 25 
words must be smut if they are to be 
printed. Thank you. 

*th floor Cromwell 
Dinner was great! I really like you 

Suys, but afte r 2 a.m. keep it down! 
Love, your new C.A.— Shani 

Bobert, 
Happy 21st Birthday to my bestest 

buddy! Have a great one! We're gonna 
party up, babe. 

Love, Your #1 Woman 

T, 
Be strong & hang in there. Everything 

will work out fine. Always remember— 
I'll be there for you to talk to & get 
advice from. 

Love, Sheri 

Mary, 
Thanks for being a friend, you're a 

great girl. 
Mark 715 W. 

Maddyt 
Days seem brighter now! 

Spliefer 

To Mary, 
Knock 'em dead at your interview! 

You'll be great! 
Love, Your Niece—Meg 

Spritz, 
What's this about "matching pairs?" 

Oh yeah, have a BEERJAfter all, "a beer 
doesn't get jealous when you grab 
another beer." 

The Wild Rover 

To the guy who sent balloons, 
Thank you very much. I really 

appreciate them and Til try to slow 
down—if you are who I think you are. 

Camille 

To Patty in my Calculus I class on M/W 
10:50 (Holman 126): 

Are you seeing anybody right now? 
A Coy Admirer 

Say, uh, Coy... could you be just a little 
more specific? 

Jean Y. 
Word has it that you're on the open 

market. You just happen to be what I'm 
shopping for. 

An Educated Consumer 

Maureen, 
I hope things are better soon! We are 

gonna have the greatest semester! 
Pledging will be fun! 

Love, Aileen 

Rico, 
Always remember and don't EVER 

forget... WE'RE always here when you 
need us. 

Paris 

To Starved & Famine Victim 
Okey, fine! You didn't keep your end 

of this up so n ow my end is drooping. 
What do you expect after ' weeks? 
After all, I'm only human. 

Professionally yours, Slime 
p.s. "Professionally Slime" 'cause I'm 
so good at it. 

Mr. Martini 
When do you want to go roller skating 

again? Maybe we should try to get a pair 
w/ training wheels! 

Luv and friendship, Mrs. Martini 

Kevin (who lives with Joe Clifton) 
I think I'm in love. See you at the Rat! 

—Someone you just met 

Kim (636—D) 
Happy birthday! Don't worry if you 

can't celebrate now, We'll party for 
both of us in Florida! 

. Love ya, Dawn 

Debs, (10-W) 
Let's do St. Joe's U. again. But next 

time, don't take the toilet seat w/u when 
U R done! TAKE ED! 

Your Bud, SHELLS 

Gee, Shells, how do you think Ed's 
going to feel about this? 

To the Intrigued Cat, 
When and Where? 

Ernie (Colleen), 
Happy Birthday! You're a swell 

roomie! 
Laura (Laura) 

*** 

Cathy (a.k.a. Sigourney) and Lisa, 
I've never been more embarrassed! 

Here's to a great semester (and pledge 
season)! 

Luv, Di and Kar 
p.s. Thanks for the Tuck—in 

*** 
SO. 

I WANT YOUR NECK! 
Tonight! 

Kenney, 
Uh-oh. I can see those murals 

slipping! We'd better keep each other in 
line!!! 

Love, Brit 

Michelle, 
Haven't found any underwear 

hanging around lately?! 
Anita 
*** 

Kirk, Paul, Kim & Scott, 
Show us your STUPID HUMAN 

TRICKS! 
Love; Cindy & Shani & Kris 

My Little Wood Nymph (M'LWN): 
Sex just isn't the same without you. 

Tarnished Heart 

To all those CURACAO girls, 
How you doing? Keep those chins up, 

just think 600 new Dutch Marines next 
year!!! 

Love ya's, Mills and Wink 

To Starved and Famine Victim, 
Girls sh.t on guys just as much as 

guys sh.t on girls. Believe me. I know. 
Tracer Bullett 

What a sh»tty thing to say. 

Florence Nightingale 
I'm sorry for everything that's 

happening. I still love you. 
"Robin" 

Karen M., 
You have a nice neck! 

The guy who sits behind you 
*** 

Ellen, 
Welcome to 354! There's a great 

semester ahead. Enjoy!! 
Your roomie, MiMi 

*** 

Tweeds, Chinx & Matza— 
We're the 1988 Olympic speed 

bowling team—get psyched! We got 
shot down, but we bounced back quick 
enough! 

Love yas, Boke 
*** 

Kathy 
I m glad I met you & I think you're 

special. 
Huey 

p.s. How's Doeko? 
*** 

Paul, 
No more personals for you! 

Love, me 
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Get ready for St. Patrick 9s Day 
Hey Exchange Students 

Where you been all semester? I miss 
you guys. Come see me or phone. 

Love Shani 

Gwen, 
You have really nice smelling 

deodorant!! 

Sorry, Gwen, no name with this one (you 
must be crushed). 

*** 

RHA welcomes Katherine Hager. Good 
luck. Glad to have you with us! 

Karen H. 
Have you ever used a sock? That's 

pretty gross! 
Love, Your BF, Eileen 

Jill, 
I wrote this personal just to prove you 

WRONG.' Ha! 
JR 

Hey Shells: 
I wish 1 could take Ed! But I wouldn't 

kick him under the door! 
Love, Debs 

I look forward to stats now, my little 
love bubble. 

Kristine— 
We're gonna have a great semester! 

We'll be the best darn pledges ever! 
Love, Aileen 

P-s How are your brr-bumps?! 

Rhonda Bear, 
Don't give up hope! There's always 

tomorrow! 
Eddie Van Halen 

Quiet When Sober, 
Hello. Was that personal for me? 

Mark—Huey, oKT 

Dollface, 
Keep on smilin' round the Signal, luv. 

Even though the headliner's died 
permanently, and the Trustees are 
tightening the purse-strings, we'll make 
it through this year yet. You do a great 
job, and I love you for it!! 

Christi 

Keep an eye on those word-counts, 
Dollface. 

Thursday 
Only $6.00 for a 12" 
pizza with pepperoni, 
double cheese, and 
extra thick crust. 

DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 

Call us. 
Trenton 

883-1000 
1805 Olden Ave. 

Domino's Pizza delivers 
opportunity. Now hiring for all 
positions. To apply, stop in at your 
iocal Domino's Pizza today. 

Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00° 
Limited delivery area. 

1987 Oommos Pizza. Inc. 

Val, 
Don't despair... just think you c ould 

be involved with a real government 
1 hen you d really go nuts. 

Lynne 
**• 

Yvette, 
Well, Grandma, it looks like it's goino 

to be an academically challanginu 
semester (oh no!). Maybe we can get a 
group rate at the ulcer clinic. 

Love, Meg 

ERNIE: 
Guess who's doing personals this 

week! HAPPY BIRTHDAY' 
JR 

Aileen— 
Congratulations! We made it this 

far—how many more weeks? Nine?? 
Love, Kristine 

There was nothing I could do about t 
As an Earthling, I had to believe 
whatever clocks said...and calenders-
Vonnegut 

Sandey, 
Happy Birthday, Bayberry Queen! 

Love, Soul Sister 

Barbra, 
Thank you for skinning the reptile for 

me. 
It means more than I can say. Thanks 
for being my hero. 

—Jonah 
p.s. Isn't that special? 

Mr. Personals, 
Well, how do you like your tw o nw 

"roommates?" Gee, I wonder i'''1" 
crab tastes anything like Alas ka^" 
Crab... 

Love, Christ/ 

As a matter of fact. / have a lovely 
cookbook. "How to Prepare Common 
House Pets", and I belive it includes 
Hermit crabs... 

*** • 

Dave (T—107)(our most fearfu l leaden 
We humbly beg your forgi veness tor 

our insolence and negligence of dune 
We hope soon to be i n your exa te 
graces once more. , 
Your humble & lowly servants: tne 

three amigos 

Cocky bastards, aren't they. 
*** 

Howie 
We are glad the operation went Oh 

The guys were all pulling for you. 
Skip, John, Dave, Scott. Dawn 

Jenphipps, . 
Go see C.G.'s sister, or ask him to 

it. He owes you from last V.D. any was 
Bartles 

Carol, 
We blonds and red-heads ' 

stick together! Remember -The Fro 
Institute Rocks Philly! 

Love, Val 

Perhaps blonds and red-heads she- -
be spot-welded together. 

*** 

ALL MALES- . v 
Lonely? Tall attractive persona 

dark—haired female looking 
friendship companionship. Dark 
preferable. Intellect and personality 
must! No Neanderthals or sex h £'n." 
please. If eligible or interested, WTI 
response to "Cat". 

Become eligible... Win valuable p' -e-
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QT.~ 
How's this for an abuse of power? It's 

snowing outside and I'm thinking about 
you. 

Sweetness 

Maureen— 
I know this is a rough time for you. I 

just wanted to tell you that I'm here for 
you and that I'll always be your friend. 
Oh, by the way, Congrats! 

Love, Kristine 

SUF, KOR, & EPP; 
It may w ork out that we'll have to 

bunk together in New Orleans. I'll bring 
the trapeze. 

ZIE 

Don't hurt yourself, ZIE, you're not 
getting any younger. ROB 

*** 
Hey Gagglers, 

Only a few more weeks until Spring 
Break. We'll finally hit the road to 
SOMEWHERE! Let's just hope we 
don't forget where we"parkedthe car!" 

Paris 

Dawn^ 
Hey Cutie, How about a train ride at 3 

a.m. this Saturday in NYC? 
Skip 

No thanks, I think I'll skip this one. (Skip, 
get it? What a wit!)(But of course Skip 
isn't getting it, or he'd have better things 
to do on Saturday night!)(Oh my, all 
Hells broken loose now.) 

Mary DeC. (Cent.), 
HAPPY BELATED 19th BIRTHDAY!! 

Love, Fellow Chem. student & lab 
partner 

*** 
Bach, 

I miss you to death! Come home 
soon. 5 more months. 

Bartles 
*** 

To the elevator expert on the 8th floor 
Wolfe, 

What's your favorite number, 4? Just 
think what would happen if we added 
you and Felice's numbers together, 
Lucky 7!!! 

Love. Troll 

FREE FRIES 
with every $5 order 

Mozzarella Sticks 
with sauce 

$1.85 

Offer Good Until 
3/2/87 

Call for 
Free Delivery 

1608 Pennington Rtl. & 
One Mile South of Campus / 

883-3282 
1 

Coming Soon To The 

RATHSKELLAR 

RADIOTHON '87 
April 8 & 9 

Stay tuned to-

91.3 WTSR 
For Details! 

Co«t: 91.00 
Due: March 5th at 6:00. 

To be run on March 10th. 
25 words or less...(or else!} 

Name and 
Phone tF: 

Message: 

c/o the Student Center 
Trenton State College 

Trenton. NJ 08650 
(609) 771-2499 

771-2424 

STOP LOOK LISTEN 
STOP worrying what to do with your degree 

in Music or Communications... LOOK at how the 
INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance 
your marketability... LISTEN to the opportunity call
ing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry. 

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the 
heart of New York's Greenwich Village, has 
modularized its renowned MULTI-TRACK 
RECOP1 NG TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into 
two summer sessions. 

By the time you get your Degree you will also 
have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the 
exciting worlds of Music Recording, Broadcast, 
Audio for Film and Video, Concert and Theater 
Sound and much, much more. 

The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken-on its 
regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a 
year. For further information fill out and return the 
attached coupon or call— 

(212) 677-7580 

Name 

Address. 

City: _ State. 

Phone( .College. 

-Zip. 

Institute of Audio Research 
64 University Place, Greenwich Village 
New York, NY 10003 Established 

1969 



Success, fame and legend on the 
basketball court usually comes to the 
celebrated player in that order. 
Unfortunately, it has been this athlete's 
distinctive burden to meet up with that 
trinity in reverse order. He is 5'7" Greg 
Grant, The Signal's Athlete of the week 

The former All-Mercer County 
honoree from Trenton Central High 
School finally brought his legendary 
school yard reputation to Trenton State 
College this year and has surpassed all 
expectations. 

In two games this past week, Grant 
fired in 78 points,including a 51 point 

Athlete of 
the Week 

KEN HAMBURGER 

outburst that shattered the TSC single 
game scoring record of 45 set in I953. 
During that 84-74 win at Montclair, the 
140 lb. sophomore shot 18 for 30 from 
the floor and connected on 13 of 16 free 
throws. To compliment his point 
production. Grant contributed 7 
rebounds, 5 assists and 5 steals. 

The lightening quick guard also had 
27 points (just shy of his 28.6 points per 
game season averagejin the Lion's 69-
62 NJ AC playoff game, clinching victory 
over a tough Ramapo Squad. 

SGA Salutes 

Donna B. Barker 
The Student Government Association is recognizing Donna B. 
Barkc^, a Senior Marketing major, for her outstanding academic 
and organizational achievement. Donna has been an active member 
in the American Marketing Association as vice-president of 
programs, the Residence Hall Association, TRA, Utimme Umana 
Literary Magazine as Public Relations Manager and Assistant 
Business Manager. Donna has received many awards such as 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities, Outstanding 
Achievement Award-Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, and Outstanding 
Contribution to Trenton State College Award from the Black 
History Month Committee. She has received the Frederick Douglas 
Excellence Award for three years, the John Wandishin and 
Memorial Scholarship, and has earned a place in the Delta mu Delta, 
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity. Donna loves history, politics, 
philosophy, dancing, and career magazines. 

Keep up the Good Work! 
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Lady Lions win finale 

c L. . ... . Signal Photo/John Galtaewski 
Sophomore guard Mia Long sets up the offense in the Lady Lions 62-50 win 

over Immaculata College. TSC finished with an overall record of 15-9 and a 
league record of 9-5. 

Grant surpasses expectation! 

BY RICHARD J HELLENBRECHT 

The Trenton State Women's 
Basketball team ended their season this 
week, sporting a 1-2 record for the week. 

On Tuesday, the Lady Lions lost to 
Montclair State College 59-47, and had 
to settle for second place in the division. 
Turnovers and Montclair's free throws 
turned a game which was close at the 
first half (Montclair ahead 22-21) into a 
12 point victory for Montclair. Trenton's 
leading scorers were forward Kimm 
Lacken, 19 points, and guard Regina 
Peter, 11 points. 

Unfortunately, the Lady Lions lost 
again on Thursday to Spring Garden 
College, 57-53. Spring Garden was 
leading 32-25 at the halftime, leaving 
TSC to play catch up. However TSC, 
lead by Lacken's 23 points, failed to 
make up the difference. 

Saturday was a different story. The 
Lady Lions ended their 4 game losing 
streak with a strong 12 point victory over 
Immaculata College. In their final home 
game, the Lions gave their fans a needed 

victory. In the first half, a defensive 
battle kept the score low. The Lady 
Lions scored with 4 seconds left in the 
half to take the lead, which they never 
relinquished. A 9-3 spurt gave TSC a 
comfortable lead. Regina Peter's hot 
outside shooting helped the Lady Lions 
build a 10 point lead. A hustling Lions 
defense caused 35 Immaculata 
turnovers and the Lady Lions made6 out 
of 8 free throws for a 62-50 victory. TSC 
was led by 3 double figure scorers. 
Lacken had 16 points, Peter had 14 
points, and Mary Cullinane scored 12 
points. 

During the' game, Lacken broke the 
Trenton State College women's single 
season scoring record. Her point total, 
now at 446, beat Sue Mueller's previous 
record of 442 points set in 1983-84. 

The Lady Lions ended their regular 
season with a 15-9 record overall and 9-5 
record in conference play. For the first 
round of the NJAC playoffs, third 
seeded TSC will travel to Montclair State 
College on Wednesday night. 

NJ Women Scoring Leaders 

Player, School PTS. AVG 

Sue Wicks, Rutgers 526 21.9 
Regina Howard, Rutgers 484 21.0 
Kimm Lacken, TSC 430 18.6 
Tracy Obergell, Mercer CC 193 16.0 
Terry Dyous, Mercer CC 181 15.0 
Jennifer Donnelly, Princeton 310 14.0 
Linda DiGiuseppantonio, Rider 301 13.6 

or the season, he leads the tea 
oint field goals (42), steals (85' 
econd in assists (74). He • 
stablished a new season 
jcord for total points (714). 

It has been a long round-trip ,0^r^s 

nee his high school days. !rm»nce 
ersonable young man's pen' ccess 
n the court this year has been a s 
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Techniques favored in playoffs 
"A-League" 

The A-League finished its season last 
Wednesday night with the the 
Techniques wrapping up first place with 
a 74-64 win over the Crusaders. The 
Techniques, led by ex-varsity players 
Bannister and Bowman, wind up the 
regular s eason at 6-1 and the number 
one seed in the playoffs. 

Despite their loss, the Crusaders 
ended the season in second place. 

The third seed goes to the Bemho's 
who qualified for the playoffs with a 60-
56 w in over the NBA Today. Despite 

Intramural 
Wrap  

BRUCE STERN 

having two players foul-out and another 
ejected, the NBA Today put up a good 
fight. 

The NBA Today will be the fourth 
team in the tournament. They will need a 
much better performance than last 
week's effort, if they expect to do well. 

In a game with no effect on the 
playoffs, the Equalizers shot down the 
Decker Knights 68-45 

A-League playoff action starts 
Wednesday. 

Women's League 

The Shooting Stars wrapped up the 
regular season undefeated with a 
convincing 40-18 thrashing of the Hot 
Shots. Despite the loss, the Hot Shots 
still finish in second place. 

The Shooting Stars earned a by 
through the first round of the playoffs 
and will play thewinnerofMonday'sHot 
Shots/Pride game. 

The finals will be played Wednesday 
on court one in the Rec Center. 

B-l Men's League 

With one week left in the regular 
season, the playoff picture is still very 
unclear. Many teams still have a chance 
to qualify. 

Phi Slamma downed the Rip Cords 52-
46. The Warriors and Sheik battled for 
the cellar position, resulting in the 
Warriors busting out of the basement 
with their first win of the season 48-37. 
White Bread blew away the Hurricanes 
54-47. Dead Wood upset Air Attack 61-
57 as Matt O'Connor dominated the 
inside for Dead Wood. 

B-2 League 

Milwaukee's Best beat F-Troop43-38. 
The Trojans continue to roll as they 
hammered AXP 48-37. Force Five 
squeaked by the Kings 47-45. Lunch 

Intramurals 
and 

O Recreation Services 

Its Spring Line-up of Sports 

Men's and Women's Softball 
Co-Rec Weekend Softball 
Co-Rec Volleyball 
Floor Hockey 
Indoor Soccer 

3:15 p.m. 
3:45 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
4:30 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 

Roster cards and more info are available 
at the Student Recreation Center 

All Captain's Meetings will be held 
March 4, 1987, in Packer Hall 104 

Phone: 771-2223/2712 

A// Students, Faculty, and Staff are welcome! 

Meat crushed Fat Jacks Revisited 45-18 
as Dave Lesneski controlled the tempo 
for Lunch Meat. 

B-3 League 

Intramural Standings 

For week ending 2/17 

Aloha Bud beat Team Bud 37-33. The 
Irish Pub easily downed the hapless Jay 
Hawks 46-31 The Pit buried the HiLo's 
68-51. 

"B-2" League 

Team Wins Losses 

Team 
"A" League 

Wins Losses 

Techniques 
Crusaders 
NBA Today 
Bemho's 
Dude Burgers 
Decker Knights 
Ecfualizers 

"B-l" League 

Milwaukee's Best 
Trojans 
Lunch Meat 
F-Troop 
Kings 
Fat Jacks Revisited 
Force Five 
AXP 

"B-3" League 
Team 

Wood's Warriors 
Aloha Buds 
Team Bud 
The Pit 
Irish Pub 
Hilo's 
Jay Hawks 

Wins Losses 

Team Wins Losses 

Air Attack 
Deadwood 
White Bread 
Hurricanes 
Phi Slamma 
Rip Cords 
Warriors 
Sheiks 

Team 

Women's League 

Wins 

Shooting Stars 
Hot Shots 
Pride 
Lakeside ladies 

Losses 

0 
1 
4 
6 

EARN EXTRA CASH 

SPRING SPORTS 
OFFICIALS 

We Will Train You 

Anyone Interested Must Attend 
The Following Meeting: 

Wed., March 11, 3:15 p.m. 
The Meeting Will Be Held in the 

Rec Center Conference Room 203 

For More Information, Call 771-2223 
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Charlton scores in OT to beat Rider 

Signal Photo/Stan Brick 
Fred McManus strips the puck from a Rider defenseman in last Tuesday's 5-4 

overtime win at Lawrenceville Prep. TSC lost to Rider by the same score the 
week before. 

Grapplers dominate Metropolitan 
Conference Championships 

BY WILLIAM BORDEN 

Treriton State wrestlers powered their 
way through the Metropolitan 
Conference Championships, at New 
York University.TSC won six and took 
second in three weight classes during 
the 182-88 victory over Rutgers-Newark, 
their closest competitor in the 17 team 
field, on February 15. 

Coach Dave Icenhower said the team 
wrestled well and there was some 
decent competition, but the team 
competition was not strong. 

The outcome of this tournament has a 
big effect on the seeding of the NCAA 
regionals, a stepping stone to the 
national tournament which occurred 
this past weekend. Icenhower said he 
"would be disappointed if we did not 
send ten (wrestlers to the national 
tournament)." 

Tim Jacoutot (118) scored a 16-3 
superior decision in the finals over Dan 
Dugan in the finals to raise his record to 
13-1. 

Rich Widmer (126) lost to Montclair's 
Pete Gonzalez in the finals by a default, 
but his second place finish and two 
victories in the tounament added to the 
team score. 

Ralph Venuto (134) won first place by 
scoring a technical fall over Montclair's 
Augie Schumatti in 5:00. Venuto scored 
two technical falls and another pin to get 
to the finals and is now leading the team 
with 29 wins against four losses. 

Mark Nace finished second at 142 
after losing by technical fall to 
Montclair's Karl Monaco, for his fifth 
loss of the season. Nace defeated 
George Kerst of Kings Point College 13-
0 and Wagner's Pat Egan 5-3 for his 14th 
and 15th wins. 

Kevin Jacoutot's concussion from a 
car accident prevented him from 
wrestling in the consolation bracket 
after he lost to Rich Colbert from Hunter 
College 10-5, resulting in two forfeit 
losses on his record. He pinned two 
opponents before the loss. 

Dwayne Standridge (158) avenged a 
9-7 loss to Rutgers-Newark's Pat Caruso 
by reversing the score to his favor for a 
win in the finals and increase his record 
to 16-4. 

Joe Tuminelli (167) forfeited his 
match in the finals due to an injury and 
won second place after winning three 
matches by decisions. 

Greg MacDonald (177) received first 
place honors from his 1-1 overtime 
victory over Wagner's Matt Gallagher 
His two wins in the opening rounds 
brought him up to 20-6-1. 

Vic Pozsonyi (190) scored a pin and a 
technical fall to get to the final round 
where he defeated Art Bailey of Waqner 
College 10-0. 

Kevin DiPatri, now 12-4, defeated Al 
Nardone of Kean College 5-2 in the 
heavyweight finals after winning his 
Quarter and semi-final matches. 

BY DOUG SPITZ 

The Trenton State Intramural All-Star 
Ice Hockey Team won an exciting 5-4 
overtime thriller against Rider College 
last Tuesday night. It was the second 
overtime game of the season between 
the two teams with Rider winning the 
first. 

This time, however, Terry Charlton 
blasted a 30 foot slapshot into the top, 
left side of the net just 19 seconds into 
OT to give a 5-4 victory. 

Of the goal. Charlton said, "I was-
going to dump the puck into the zone, 
but the defensemen backed off of me, so 
I let the shot go. Fortunately, the puck 
went into the net to give us the win." 

Ron Harsbit opened the scoring for 
TSC at 4:36 of the first period. Harsbit 
took a pass from defenseman Tim 
McGahn and put a low wrist shot past 
Rider goalie Brian Meagher. Rider then 
answered with a goal of their own to tie 
the game at one. 

Trenton again took the lead at the end 
of the first period when Charlton took a 
pass from Fred McManus and sent a 
quick snapshot through the goalie's 
pads. TSC could not add to Charlton's 
goal as Rider tied the game on a power 
play goal by Art Rustin. 

With the score tied at two, the All-
Start's Darren Fiore scored on a 
rebound shot after Jim McCormick 
blasted a long drive from the point. The 
Rider goalie stopped the first shot from 
McCormick but was unable to get a pad 
on the hard wrist shot from Fiore. Early 
in the third period, however, Riderwould 

again tie the game in this see-saw battle 
Not to be denied, player/coach E: 

West put the All-Stars ahead again 4-3 
West took a pass from Anthony Warrer 
and fired a low wrist shot inside the left 
post. The lead would be short-lived 
though, as Rider scored again late in the 
third period to knot the contest at four 

Rider continued to press and , wit h 
three seconds left. Trenton gotcaucr 
up ice giving Rider winger Carl Meixse 
a clean break-away. Meixsell wenttohis 
forehand and fired a wrist shot a t TSC 
goalie Mark Philips. Philips kicked out 
the shot with his left pad to preserve the 
tie and send the game into overtime 

With the score tied at four, the stage 
was set for five minutes ofsudden-deaih 
play. During the intermission, we 
Trenton fans rallied behind the team to 
silence the Rider part of the c apacity 
crowd. Inspired by the fans. Tr enton 
wasted no time in putting the puck in the 
net. TSC gained control from the face-
off and Byron Williams sent a p ass t o 
Charlton who blasted the puck past the 
Rider goalie with his game winning 
slapshot. 

"The series between the two te ams 
has been an exciting one and sh ould 
increase support for the program Th e 
fan support was tremendous." W est 
said. 

The TSC-Rider series has been a hard 
fought one, resulting in two over t"? 
games. The third and deciding game. 
the series will be played the 
week of March and the time'1' 
announced. 

Lions cynch playoff spot 
Grant leads Lions 

ROGER SHAFFER 

Greg "The Juice" Grant changed the 
face of Trenton State Men's Baketball 
record book in the team's 84-74 victory 
over Montclair State. 

Grant scored a career high 51 points 
in the process of breaking the 34 year 
record of 45 points held by Lou LeMato 
against Newark State (now Kean 
College). 

Grant did it all for the Lions, shooting 
a blistering 18 from 30 from the field, and 
13 of 16 from the free throw line. He also 
grabbed seven rebounds, had five steals 
and dished out five assists. (He did 
everything except sell refreshments.) 

Trenton built a 42-26 lead at halftime, 
thanks to the efforts of Grant's 27 first 
half points. "The Juice" was flowing as 
he scored 25 of TSC's first32 points. The 
only other player to score in the double 
figures was Gerry "Sly" Simon with ten 
points. 

Trenton lead by as many as 16 points, 
64-48 in the second half with 10 minutes 
remaining At that point, Grant had 
already tallied 37 points and was taken 
out along with the rest of the starters. 
Coach Bannon, once informed of 
Grant's chances to break the record of 
45 points, returned "The Juice" to do his 
thing. 

With 1:54 remaining, a steal and lay up 
gave him the school record and finished 
off Montclair for the night. 

TSC 69, Ramapo 62 

The Lions cincehed a playoff spot with 
an important 69-62 win over a tou* 
Ramapo team on Saturday at pac* 
Hall. Greg Grant led TSC with 27 points 
and Gerry Simon snared a career Rig 
16 rebounds. h. 

Saturday's victory paired the 'ou 
seeded Lions against number on 
Stockton State in the NJAC playo -
The two will meet Thursday at 8 p m 
Stockton. On the season, the Lions a 
1-1 against the Ospreys The Lio 
victory was at Stockton. 

NJ college men scoring 
leaders 

Player, School 

Greg Grant, TSC 
Eric Riggins, Rutgers 
Ron Simpson, Rider 
Wayne Keys, Mercer 
Marshall Grier, Rider 
Dwayne Everett, Mercer 
Alan Williams. Princeton 
Pat Holden, TSC 
Bob Scrabis. Princeton 
Joe Scott, Princeton 
Ed Titus, Rider 
Ed Zucker Rutgers 

Pts. P1* 

714 285 
590 236 
560 233 
387 215 
485 202 
352 1®5 
337 160 
357 14? 


